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Sidney loses Capitals to Juan de Fuca
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Sidney Capitals next lace up 
and hit the ice as Juan de Fuca 
Whalers. Sale of the team was 
announced Friday.
Team general manager Larry 
Olson of Sidney and partners 
Dale and Allan Sproule bought 
the team “for more than I 
wanted to pay,’’ according to 
Dale Sproule.
The team’s budget for the 
year, he added, is set at S87,000.
Sproule, major share holder
of the new Whalers, has a 
marketing company and despite 
his personal interest in hockey, 
“purchased the team as an in­
vestment to add to our 
holdings.’’
The move from Sidney is 
“demographic,” he says. Juan 
de Fuca has a better long-term 
growth for the team. The 
recreation centre in Colwood 
recently received a quarter 
million dollar face-lift. “It’s a 
better atmosphere for the 
team.”
Former owner Charlie Mac-
Farlane says the deal was in the 
offing for more than a year. He 
bought the franchise in Duncan 
three years ago then moved his 
team to Sidney where players 
made Panorama Leisure Centre 
their home ice for two seasons. 
Owning a team is “lots of 
fun,” he says, but involves 
“practically your life. It’s a 
fairly expensive hobby.” 
However, MacFarlane probably 
won’t be out of the hockey 
business for long — he’s had 
several offers to ^buy other 
teams and hints another pur­
chase may be announced in the 
near future.
MacFarlane was pleased with 
Sidney’s fan support. “It’s too 
bad if they move, because peo­
ple in the arena and area were 
very supportive.”
Sproule predicts there will be 
no more than six players from 
last season’s team on the 21- 
man roster. Olson is in the 
Kootenays scouting this week.
Junior League play is usually 
equivalent calibre to the 
Western Hockey League, 
Sproule says. With the Capitals
finishing tenth out of 12 teams 
last year, he notes, “we have no 
way to go but up.”
Their future includes some 
dealing with National Hockey 
League Hartford Whalers but 
this club will remain indepen­
dent. “We’re not somebody’s 
farm team,” stresses Sproule.
The challenge of moving out 
of tenth spot in the league is 
passed to new coach Sidney’s 
Grant Erickson, assistant coach 
for Victoria Cougars for the 
past four years.
Continued on PageA2 DALE SPROULE
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By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
The futuristic Farm 
Technology Centre slated to 
open later this year in North 
Saanich is shrouded by 
unanswered questions.
Brian Shaw, charged with set­
ting up the Centre for Mercury 
Oil Tools of Edmonton, has 
repeatedly refused to answer 
queries from the local press and 
area residents.
The $16 million private 
agricultural research centre will 
reportedly be “the most modern 
super-farm in Canada,” aimed 
at proving a 500-cow dairy farm 
can be operated in less than 30 
acres, instead of the normal 
2,000to3,000. V k
Futuristic technology would 
give the cows diets individually
controlled by computer for the 
right mixture of grains and 
grasses. Crops would be grown 
on conveyor belts and harvested 
every six days by robots, instead 
of the usual two or three times a 
year.
But an early report that the 
centre would be jointly operated 
by the University of British Col­
umbia and a Saskatchewan 
veterinary college may exag­
gerate their involvement, say 
spokesmen from the two institu­
tions.
And the secrecy surrounding 
the project and the reported 
“science fiction” technology 
along with its unusual origins 
(an Alberta oil company plans 
an agricultural research centre 
in North Saanich, funded with 
loans guaranteed by the Irish 
Continued on Page A3
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SAND CASTLE ARCHITECTS, cousins Erin and Stephen Sutherland, 4, of Sidney, create architectural delights.
Keith Sutherland photo
EAC, APC battle council.
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
'power struggle' results
By SARAH THOMSON 
Review Staff Writer
“Some North Saanich coun­
cil members don’t give a damn 
about the environment oi' plan­
ning.” charges Cy Hampson, 
chairman of the local l-.n- 
vironmemal Advisory C'ommis-
sion,
1'hc EAC and the Advisory 
Planning Commission find 
dealing with Noith Saanich 
council difficult at times, he 
said. “It is often reduced to a 
power struggle.”
r-'our council members feel 
their power is eroded, Hampson
:
A I6*year-old VVillis Point male, awaiting sentence oireight 
chnrgc.s in Sidney Proyincinl Court, has also been charged in 
cohnccllon with llic knife-pdiht robbery of a Sanniclt minister 
June20. ::V'V/
Tlic teenager, whose name cannot be published; tinder 
young pffender.s Act,rourictions, was chitrged tifier it knife- 
wielding hitchhiker robbed the minister of about $100 near 
Beaver Lake Park,
’rhe robber, fleeing on foot, was tracked by Saanich police 
and dogs through the underbrush, while area .school children 
were not dismissed at the normal time for fear of their safety.
The youth wa.s ariesied at an Old We,si Saanich Road 
residence a short time later. The 16-year-old ftices Victoria 
Youth Cauiri cluiriies of robbery, possession ttf it dangerous
1:
ourt June 26
to charges stemming from April 9 and Miiy 17 incidents in 
Cenlial Saanich iticluding two cuinns ul tli ivitig a moioi vehi- 
'cle without a licence, two counts of driving without in­
surance, two couni.s of mischief, dangerous driving and 
failure to .sto?i when sitmnlled by ji tsoHee offieer. Me will he 
;'Sentenced'on those charges ■July"'3l,
The teenager ivas apptirtfnily living ^’oii the streets” witen 
the various offenges oecurrtkl, ht»i has been hr custody in Vic- 
toirift’s Yotillv DelehllonOmre since the June 20 incident, 
^Central Saanich Police Chief Bob Miles said the youth faces 
van ^additional .charge' following lire, theft .of a' ca'r bttttery' in.,.. 
Centrwl Saanich several weeks earlier,. '
said, although he has repeatedly 
Slated that both commissions 
act in an advisory capacity only.
It makes dealing with council 
awkward, lie said.
APC Chairman Rod Clack 
agrees, “Wherever you have a 
commission there is always 
some memberfs) of council who 
will feel ihrciiicncd that their 
power is being erocied.
“The situation is not iliui uni­
que but as far as North Saanich 
is concerned, there have liecii 
some examples where council 
has cxprc-ssed that view — that 
ase may have been a bit 
ihrciiiening.” Clack Aveni on to 
describe APC’s relationship 
with council as “not bad.”
Aid. Barbata Brennan said 
“if there is friction, it’s because 
they overstepped the bounds of 
their mnntlatc, vyhich is to ad­
vise council only,
“They itciually have been 
known to discuss matters which 
have not been requested by 
council and ,so we politely draw 
it to ihcir ail(mtion.”
1 he Aylard issue caused fric­
tion beween council and the two 
advi.sory bodies.
“Barbara Brennan, in par­
ticular. look exception to some 
of the rccomtucndvUions, but 
more particularly to me as ' 
chairman because I appeared to 
e.xplaiiiwliat was behind the 
.. i.s.sui',”. .said Cl.iwk.
The EAC is also upset over 
U>g.W«ng some of the buffet /one 
in the Aylard developmeiu, 
Hampsoji said, rite l-isher sub­
division'on I.ands l-nd Road is 
anoihci esample where opposi­
tion from council members 
caused HAC's work to be .sliclv- 
" ed, he noted.;; ■' ;■; ^
''1’hc engineer apiuoaclicd us 
to make a report on the impact
of the subdivision,” said 
Hamp.san. “They didn’t con­
sider our report because one of 
thc.se four (councillors) said 
council had not referred the 
problem to us,
“So the report was not con­
sidered and the application for 
subdivi.sion was turned down. 
However, the new ad­
ministrator said the engineer 
has the right to refer such mat­
ters to council ■— it was an in­
valid technicality.
Hampson said environmen- 
tally, the Fisher property is an 
important piece of land and the 
EAC will fight hard to get it.
Both chairmans report com­
mission members sometimes 
find it hard to mcei with coun­
cil.'.' "■''' '
“It was suggested that vve 
would like to meet with council 
and discuss environmental con­
cerns to prepare HAC’s recom­
mendations for a new eom- 
nuinity plan,” Hnmp.son rectill- 
cd. “Aid, John Stone blocked 
it.
Stone could not be reached 
for comment;
“Here's an example of us 
planning for North Satmich and 
wc can’t even have a meeting 
between council, the r£AC and 
APC," said Hampson. “They 
liad to meet us individually 
when we wanted to sit around jt 
table and talk wc don't waul 
to impose otir ide.is,”
Titey arc volunteer bodie.s, he 
said.with members spending 
considerable time researching 
and preparing reports. The 
members and chairmen ate aji- 
pointed by cotmdL
“But this friction is having a 
negative effect : on EAC and 
AFC members,” Hamp-son 
noted.
More than 100 Sidney 
residents flocked to an emo­
tional public hearing Monday 
night expressing concern about 
a proposed community plan 
change that would redesignate 
lots in five areas of the 
municipality for possible cluster 
housing and a higher housing 
density.
The turnout was so large that 
the hearing had to be moved 
from council chambers to the 
top floor of Sidney Firehall. 
While a group of petitioners 
lead by Pearl McCandlislv ac­
cused Sidney council of acting 
with “unseemly haste” and 
“minimal public notice”, 
others charged the changes
would lower the quality of life 
for surrounding property- 
owners.
.Several residents questioned 
why the hearing was advertised 
in a Victoria daily and not in the 
local community newspaper,
“1 purchased my property on 
the assurance that the adjoining 
property wa.s zoned single­
family,” said Jim Curtis.
A bylaw putting the new 
designation into the community 
plan could have been given third 
and final reading Monday 
night, but after hearing the 
many concerns expre,sscd by 
Sidney residents, council moved 
instead to adjourn the public 
hearing to continue July 21. An 
adjournment would also give 
council a chance to hear fiom 
Coitliniiedon Paftc All
STANDINCJ ROOM ONLY «1 Sidney Flmhall Monday 
nlflhl a® nroa rosldonts challtmgod council’ll propciaal 
to Chang® the communlly plan.
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Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656'-4754 — 30 Years Experience
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Mon.- Fri. 9:00-5:00 Sat. 8:30 -1:00
SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
/s
HOT MOTOR - Cory Joseph had a hot truck - so hot Sidney firemen had to quickly ex­
tinguish it after leaking gasoline caught fire under the hood. Joseph had been trying 
to start the stalled truck at the foot of Sevan Avenue last week.
Cleon up 
or else
Wednesday, July 9, 1986
Farmer Bert Stocks has been 
given seven days to clean up his 
act, or Central Saanich will do it 
for him, says Municipal Ad­
ministrator Gay Wheeler.
Central Saanich council made 
the motion in camera Monday 
night, after Stocks failed to 
show up at that night’s council 
meeting as requested.
Stocks has angered his 
neighbours by creating a mock 
farm, complete with odious pig 
manure watered down to make 
it more smelly, after Central 
Saanich refused to rezone his 
property on the corner of 
Keating Cross Road and East 
Saanich Road from farmland.
SPECIAL 
OM TEAK HARDWOOD
$12 mil price tag for
Teak Shorts ®4.60
Also Thickness Planing Available
Bd. Ft.
10230 Bo werbankRd.
^SidriAu R n ' ^ -
Residents of Deep Cove and 
the south-east quadrant may 
have to pay up to $12 million to 
install a permanent sewage 
system, the municipal engineer 
said in a report to waste 
management committee.
North Saanich council was 
forced to take action after a 
Capital Regional Report show­
ed roughly 40 per cent of septic
fields in the two areas ar^ 
malfunctioning.
Two methods under con­
sideration are a doubling of the 
Bazan Bay site capacity or the 
construction of a central site at 
Pat Bay airport. Both options, 
in ball park figures, are more 
than $10 million.
Municipal engineer Igor 
Zahynacz estimated a cost of
$825 per household for 25 years input from the public. We now 
to expand Bazan Bay. have the basic docu-
The committee was split over ment. . .take it to a public 
the decision to hold a public meeting.” said Lott. “(The 
meeting soon. decision to install a sewage
Aid. Eugene Bailin wanted to plant) is something ^e whole 
wait until reports from municipality is going to have to 
municipal and provincial bite the bullet for.” 
authorities were in, which Aid. Barbara Brennan mo- 
w'ould mean the end of summer, tion to hold a public meeting as 
Aid. Chris Lott wanted the soon as the draft reports were 
meeting as soon as possible. received passed.
“I would like to have some >
Sidney loses Cops
Continued from Page AI
Erikson’s resume includes 
NHL play with Boston Bruins 
and time spent in the World 
Hockey Association. “I realize 
the team hasn’t done that well 
the past few years,” he says, 
“but there should be a few 
players joining us who will help 
turn things around.”
A position on a good junior 
league team can mean money in 
the bank in form of scholar­
ships to American universities 
for some young players, says 
Sproule. Whalers will receive
some room and board plus help . Greater Victoria
finding a job. Part of their 
season campaign as Whalers in­
volves community service work 
— not just ice-time. It’s an op­
portunity to be noticed and fur­
ther their education, adds 
Sproule.
Community involvement is a 
key factor under this new 
management. Juan de Fuca 
Whalers will sponsor a $1,000 
minor hockey scholarship pro­
gram, plus a Juan de Fuca 
Medal of Achievement awarded 
monthly to a player in each 
minor hockey division across
B.
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John Gowans Of John Down
at 384-9321
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Secrets shroud robotics farm
Continued from Page A1 
government provided buildings 
for the site are prefabricated in 
Ireland) have fueled skepticism 
among local observers.
A site was recently cleared on 
property east of West Saanich 
Road, just south of Wain Road. 
The land was purchased from 
George Aylard, who is develop­
ing a 75 tow'nhouse project 
nearby.
The Farm Technology Centre 
was scheduled for completion in 
October, but at press time there 
was no evidence of construction 
or any activity at the site, which 
has been logged and flattened.
Why is the Farm Technology 
Centre located here?
The objective is to prove such 
a dairy farm can work in a 
“hostile environment,” Shaw 
has said. “We decided to 
build here because of the 
temperate, northern Mediterra­
nean climate. This is an ideal 
climate where we are not in 
danger of losing the herd and 
we don’t have to buy large 
amounts of energy for 
heating.”
Centre plans feature the only 
large animal surgical unit south 
of Duncan, performance and 
stress tests on race horses in co­
operation with the Irish Equine 
Research Centre, and manure 
from the project converted to 
methane gas to power turbine 
engines.
A new test area connected 
with the centre recently began 
operations on Canora Road just 
east of Victoria International 
Airport. Looking through win­
dows of old, overgrown 
greenhouses, passersby can see 
several rooms full of a variety 
of equipment. On the locked 
door of the greenhouse a sign 
reads: “Farm. Technology^Cen­
tre — Warning: Horticultural 
Test Area.”
The secondary site is the only 
visible evidence of the centre on 
the Peninsula so far, and it is 
unclear where it fits into Mer­
cury Oil Tools’plans.
Shaw gave a “smooth presen­
tation” about the Farm 
Technology Centre to North 
Saanich council several weeks 
ago, said Aid. Eugene Bailin, 
adding that this was apparently 
done as a courtesy, as the land 
does not require re-zoning.
Private research companies 
have come under scrutiny 
recently with the federal govern­
ment’s investigation into the 
abuse of Scientific Research 
Tax Credits, but apparently no 
government money is going into 
the local project.
Approximately $4 million of 
the $16 million initial cost was 
raised from private investors, 
Shaw has .said, with the remain­
ing $12 million a loan from an 
Iri-shbank.
The Irish export credit branch 
has reportedly guaranteed the 
loans on the understanding that 
buildings for the site would be 
fabricated in Ireland. Calgary 
Herald farm columnist .lohn 
Schmidt notes the “en­
trepreneurial persuasion” it 
must have taken to convince the 
B.C. govcrnnteni to allow 
buildings fabricated elsewhere 
to be imported to one of the 




BREW AT HOME OR BREW IN OUR PU\CE WITH OUR 
GUIDANCE AND OUR EOUIPMENT. TAKES ONLY 
MINUTES. BEER PRODUCTS FINISHED IN 10 DAYS. 
WE’RE NOT GOING ON STRIKEI
COME SEE US TODAY!
9756 3rd Street, Sidney B.C. V8L 3A5 656-1172
YOU DESERVE THE FINEST
Initial reports that the centre 
would be jointly operated by 
UBC’s faculty of agricultural 
sciences and Saskatchewan’s 
Western College of Veterinary 
Medicine “lend a false slant,” 
said a UBC faculty of 
agriculture spokesman last 
month. He said two faculty 
members were currently involv­
ed with the centre on a limited 
contracting basis.
Jack Manns of the Saskat­
chewan college had a similar 
response, saying the university 
would be involved only through 
research contracts.
Edmonton agrologist Ed 
Haniula reportedly conceived 
the project and is its other prime 
mover.
Hamula has said that fodder 
for the cattle would be grown 
aeroponically on conveyor belts 
in computer temperature 
regulated chambers and fed 
through a misting system con­
taining a computer controlled 
mixture of micro-nutrients and 
minerals, enabling a vastly ac­
celerated rate of growth.
“We can’t explain these 
systems in great detail because 
we have patents pending.”
The Calgary Herald colum­
nist wrote that Hamula, “has 
been in and out of the Alberta 
Department of Agriculture as 
an agrologist and farm writer, a 
university fund-raiser, an elec­
tion campaigner for several 
politicians, a fund-raiser for
S.A.M. oncouragos
FAIR EXCHANGE
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Acroc4 from .Sidney Super Foods 
2506 BEACON AVE,
656-4413
7th YEAR OF THE BEST'"" 
SUMMER SOCCER CAMPS
STILL spaces AVAILAOLC ‘ DON'T MISS
SHROUD OF SECRECY surrounds the planned Farm 
Technology Centre.
several agri-business projects 
and a real estate developer. . . 
He is one of those self-starters 
who never waste time 
speculating on that which is 
known for certain.”
Shaw has said he hopes to 
create dairy farm technology 
that can be exported anywhere 
from a sub-Arctic ice floe to an 
Ethiopian desert.
Bailin expressed concern 
about where effluent from the 
centre will go. Shaw has said, 
however, all manure from the 
site will be recycled, either con­
verted into methane for fuel or 
products like cattle feed or bed­
ding.
Local veterinarians express 
. interest in the animal surgical 
unit, but note it is not the only- 
large animal surgical unit on the 
Island as reported. (There is an 
equine surgery in Duncan).
Shaw has also said the Farm 
Technology Centre will stable 
50 performance horses. Centre 
researchers plan to conduct 
trials that monitor effects of 
horses navigating a course 
under stressful conditions.
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North Saanich council has a valuable commodity in 
the Environmental Advisory Commission and the Ad­
visory Planning Commission.
The question is, do council members know it?
Council is split on its idea of the function of these two 
commissions. While half the aldermen fully support the 
volunteer bodies, the other half appear to block or 
downtrend input from the two groups.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop believes there is no friction bet­
ween the council and the two groups. We suggest he 
carefully remove his head from the sandpile. While Aid. 
John Stone refused to comment, Aid. Barbara Brennan 
said commission members sometimes “overstep their 
mandate.” We suggest an elected official should be able 
to elicit all available information and input, then 
separate the wheat from the chaff.
Regardless of these varied and hazy perceptions of the 
commissions’ function, chairmen Cy Hampson and 
Rod Clack have repeatedly assured council members not 
to feel their power is being “eroded.”
Both commissions were appointed by council and act 
in strictly an advisory capacity. They have limited 
“power,” although Municipal Affairs Minister Bill Rit­
chie recently recognized the importance of these “grass 
roots” quasi-professional commissions by increasing 
their authority.
But simply put, the commissions’ mandate is to act in 
the best interest for the municipality and the environ­
ment.
Council chambers should not be the arena for wasting 
time and energy on personality conflicts stemming from 
juvenile insecurities.
North Saanich is one of the most desirable places to 
live because it is relatively untouched and well-planned. 
The commissions are-* trying to work with council to 
keep it that way. They are not interested in petty politik- 
ing.
The reports and advice the EAC and APC give are 
vital to most decisions council may make. Let’s stop 
worrying about who’s eroding whose power and begin 
working as a team.
RECfMT REFt)l2.T5 C>P R^MTAL WOUSIMG SftORTASeS (WTH6
AR^A WAVE prompted Some "ORgATlv/E SoU/CTIOWS"..





'Is Sidney’s proposed new zoning designation really 
aimed at preserving trees?
Or are the trees just a red herring to allow council to 
change the community plan to permit increased housing 
density in a number of areas of the municipality?
APC chairman Mike Stanlake said at Monday night’s 
public hearing some of the lots proposed for the change 
have ‘ ‘absolutely no natural amenities worth saving. ’ ’
Mayor Norma Sealey admitted after the meeting there 
was no need to have increased density to bring in the 
cluster housing that would help preserve the trees.
If council want to bring in increased housing density 
in Sidney, some argue it has advantages: increased tax 
revenue, opening up new areas for a booming popula­
tion to take the pre.ssure off local farmland. But council 
should be open about their intentions.
Editor:
Almo.st unheard a new ta.x is 
upon us. We have provincial 
tax, federal tax, and now sur­
tax. Soon, if some people in Ot­
tawa have their way, we will 
have V.A.T. (Value Added Tax) 
that scourge of the lower and 
middle income groups in Britain 
that places an added tax of 
some proportion on everything 
from buying a house to a safety 
pin.
Eureka! The additional tax 
does not worry me. I have solv­
ed the problem and 1 would like 
to share my findings witli my 
fellow over-taxed creatures.
I recently placed orders with 
two local merchants in Sidney 
because over past months I 
managed to save $250 out of my 
monthly pension. Now I have to 
pay more tax so I have cancelled 
the two orders. In so doing 1 
now have enough money to pay 
the additional tax that will be 
demanded next April. I have 
also saved the seven per cent tax 
I would have paid the provincial 
government. The two mer­
chants have lost out, but they 
will pay lc.ss tax on their earn­
ings due to my cancelled orders. 
Believe me, cancelling your 
would-be purchases is a sure­
fire way of having the cash to 
hand over to Revenue Canada 
when that joyous time comes 
round again.
Seriously, one has to be
pat.notic and somebody has to 





Dirty dozen off and running
VICTORIA — The Dirty 
Dozen is off and running, my 
room at Whistler is booked 
and I’m waiting for the Socred 
universe to unfold.
In the race for the Social 
Credit party leadership are 
Kim Campbell, a former 
member of F^remicr Bennett's 
staff, Saanich Mayor Mel 
C o uy cI i e r, P r o vin cia 1 
Secretary Grace McCarthy, 
Shuswap'Revclsioke MLA 
Cl if f M i c h a c I; Hu rn a n 
Resources Minister .lim 
Nielsen, West Vancouver” 
Howe Sound Ml.a .lohn 
Reynolds, Municipal Affairs 
Mini.stcr Dili Ritchie, Van- 
coucr .South niLA Stephen 
Rogersi, Bud Smith, another 
former Bennett staffer. At­
torney General Brian Smith, 
former socred cabinet minister 
Bill Vandcr Zalm and loi v 
MP Bob Wenman.
Political cohjinnists never 
had it .so good, rhe three-day 
convention, starting July 28, 
promises to be a veritable 
smorgasbord of political iivv 
irigue, backroom deals, arm- 
twisting and bloodletting.
Firsf let’s separate the 
serious contenders from tlte 
ama t eu r sCii m pbell. 
Couvelier, Micliael, Reynolds 
ami. Eiicljic. hast aliuU't 
tnueh of a clumce of becoming 
tlic next Socicd leader as 
Husflci Magazine has of 
Ijccoming ruiuitcd »cadiug at 
the elementary school level.





In the report on North 
Saanich .School award winners, 
there was an unfortunate over­
sight. The Grade 8 Band Award 
was shared by two students, 
Jenny Martman and Terry 
James. Our article indicated 
that Terry was tlic sole winner; 
Jenny certainly deserves equal 
recognition for the high quality 
of achievement she has shown
this past year.
I hope that you will be able to 
print a correction in the next 
edition. I personally want to 
thank you for your cooperation 
in printing tile original article. 
Such informtion is very impor­





the exercise is a greater 
recognition factor. Campbell 
and Couvelier may want to 
run in the next election, and 
having been among the leader­
ship contenders could give the 
boost they need to get tlte 
nonimation. ;;
Michael and Reynolds liavc 
an additional incentive for 
running. I'liey hot It want 
cabinet seats. A cliance to 
throw tlicir support behind the 
successful candidate may 
translate into a cabinet ap­
pointment later.
Ritchie, who iihcady has a 
ctthinci post, is in the tacc to 
salvage Ins political career. 
Word has it that he may find it 
difficult to gel the nomination 
in his riding of Central Frasei 
Valley again.
I’d place Wenman also in 
the no-chanee category. He 
tnay be a well-connected 
LuweiMainland lory, bur 
Ire’s an oul.sidei, I don’t think 
the delegate.'* will have too 
much sympathy for his leader­
ship a.spiiaiion.s,
Nielsen atrd Rogers fall into 
a category best described as
you never know what might 
happen.
Roger.s was one of Bennett’s 
best cabinet ministers until he 
found himself in a conflict of 
interest. He had failed to 
declare a financial interest, an 
offence under B.C, law.
Ncilscn's cliances would 
have been nuich better If he 
had stayed in his own bed, but 
the publicity that ,surrounded 
hi,s affair with anollier woman 
will cost him a lot of votes at 
the convention,
Still, 1 wouldn’t count out 
either Rogers or MCilsen, A lot 
can happen if the front run­
ners are deadlocked and 
delegates look for a com­
promise candidate.
Which gct.s u.s to tlic hcavy- 
vvcsgla:. McC.uiliy, Bud 
.Smith, Brian Smith and 
Vandcr Zaljn.
Vander Zalm may find that 
|.s popularity with lite delgates 
doesn't measure up to his e.x- 
pectations. True, he once was 
the most popular inrliilcian (n 
B.C,, but he’s been out Of 
politics for .sev'er.'d years now.
Despite his a.sscnious to the
contrary, a lot of people still 
believe that Vandcr Zahn left 
politics because lie expected 
the Socreds to lose the 1983 
election, rhe delegates niay 
not want a quitter for a leader. 
Still, he'.s a very personable 
guy who may just dttzzlc his 
way to the top.
Tliat leaves McCarthy and 
tlie two Smitli.s who will pro­
bably be tile top three on quite 
a number of ballots. In What 
order i.s anybody’.s guess.
Bud Smith'.s only cliance of 
vviiining is to get enough votes 
in the first or second ballot. 
After that, a stop-Biid move- 
mcm will take over, and this 
Bud won't be for yon.
My gue.ss is that the final 
battlewill be fought between 
snpporter.s of Grace McCarthy 
and Brian Smith, a battle in 
wiiich, I believe, the Ama/,)ng 
Grace will be the winner.
Why? Because she ,i is the 
toughest of tlic bunch. She 
also ha,s a lot of ont.slanding 
I.O.U.s which slic is deterinin- 
ed to collect,
Once before, McCarthy ac- 
complished the seemingly im-^ 
passible. .She re.surrccied the 
Social Credit Cany Irom vvhai 
most British Columbians con- 
sidcied a fatal defeat in 1972.
Vfvtt can Her vour SVvrad 
membership card -- if you ad­
mit to having one of those 
that McCarthy will make sure 
delegates remember her eon- 
iribulion and tcwanl herWiib 




May I say bow niucii I ap­
preciated your editorial (.Inly 2) 
regarding “I'affaire Dory.”
I liavc been a volunteer office 
worket at the Peninsula Coni- 
munity .Association once a week 
for the past three years, As an 
oldie, 1 have done volunteer 
work in a good many organiza­
tions over the years and know 
lliat I havenever experienced 
being with a more dedicated 
group of people. Tiieir clear ob­
jective is to help all in need 
wlietlier it be family counseling, 
grief support, lioniemaker 
assistance, help with youth,
food bank, (irives to doctors, 
liospitals, ircalmcnts, and the 
like.
Camille Manain, in charge of 
tile Team Activity Group, lias 
svorked with leeiuigers for 
years. She would definitely not 
permit youngsters to luuidic 
dories until They had been 
thoroughly trained in seamaii- 
.ship and survival training,
I believe the Peninsula is in­
deed fortunate to have this 
association to call on when in 






I see tliat L.H, Cox docsn’i 
like your opinion of I’remiei' 
Bill Bennett (IciUrr to editor .Inly 
2) and canccllcti his Rcsicv* 
.subscription because the paper 
has become a ’’left-leaning 
socialist tag.”
Gee, and all this time I’ve 
been deploring its iiltra- 
con.servMiiive altitude.
Take, for instance, columiust 
Hugh Nash,Mi,s usual .scribbl- 
ings place him .a couple of steps 
to the right of Genghis Khaii. 
And we are treated luThese opi­
nions almost evciy week,
Hill I..H. Cox can take heart; 
the media is only playing ii.s 
regular games, Only during 
nun-clcciion iimc.s Uu editorial 
opinions berate the .so-eailed 
Socreds and, wlieti the election 
looms, we will aentn be inform 
ed that the socialisf hordes are 
at the gales. Beware of die mo- 
fligaie spenders, , . and other 
such droll observation';
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HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
I was about three-quarters up a 2,800-foot climb near 
Mount Baker a couple of weeks ago when my body screamed 
stop and 1 did.
Sweat streamed from every pore. The high-noon sun which 
found my flesh was only partially filtered out by the tops of 
tall firs high above the narrow trail which wound at a 45- 
degree angle toward what was proving to be an elusive pass 
inappropriately called “Welcome.”
There was no need to carry a tinkling bell to warn bears and 
other hungry beasts that 1 was on my way up. The whistling 
wheeze pumped through my mouth by a pair of overworked 
bellows was sufficient to both alert listeners that a stranger 
was afoot and arose all hibernators within miles.
1 slumped onto a nearby log, closed by eyes, bent my head 
and listed to perspiration puddle in the dust.
The hike was a solo effort — first crack at whipping the old 
bod into shape; a time to prove to all w'ho would listen that 
Time had not dealt unkindly with this frame and its contents.
My eyes opened and a bare belly smiled up at me.
Then it frowned; smiled again; frowned again; smiled. 
Each air intake produced a smile. Exhaling brought frowns to 
the creases captured in layers and layers of skin.
V/here did it come from? Why hadn’t I seen all that epider­
mis before? 1 looked around. It wasn’t just my tummy that 
sported loose skin.
Pouches hung from my arms. When 1 straightened up my 
legs, my Knees puckered. If 1 turned the kneecaps inward, it 
looked as though they were about to kiss.
I whipped a small mirror from my pack. It, the mirror, is 
carried just in case pilots of low-flying, patrol planes need to 
be signaled as they search the mountains when I fail to exit the 
bush.
Yikes. Under the beard have grown two or three extra 
chins. Are these in reserve in case the present one packs it in, 
or have used ones been slipping down but not off?
This called for some research and I dug out a medical text 
carried for just such emergenices.
“An old man’s skin wrinkles automatically as nearby 
molecules bind to one another making stiffer. less elastic skin. 
Meanwhile, the skin thins and spreads out, much like a piece 
of dough that’s been stretched.
“The result is a baggy suit, with the skin too large for the 
body. This is especially troublesome in places like the jaw, 
where the bone is shrinking and the skin is expanding.”
I envisioned an e.xcess of arm skin flopping over my wrists 
and fingers like a sweater built for a taller dude; skin from my 
calves hanging past ankles and dragging on the ground; bags 
under my eyes as big as donuts.
Not a pretty sight.
The book went on. Gravity had pounded my back bones 
closer together and 1 was shrinking. At my age of 50, eyesight 
would get no better; nail growth was slower; not only were 
there fewer hairs on top, but their average thickness had 
lessened by^two microns during the last 10 years.
Reflexes, teeth, tastebuds, ears, bones, brawn, lungs, — all 
failing. Although my brain had shrunk as billions of neurons 
died each year, my head had actually gained two hat sizes 
because, as others are quick to point out, the skills had slowly 
thickened.
I packed up the bag and continued up the trail, my mind 
now off the climb and on an aging body.
Even topping the snow-covered pass failed to shake away 
thoughts that I was trapped in a covered wagon w'ith a canvas 
shot through by time, not Indians.
Was there nothing but bad news in my physical future? I 
peered again into the text.
“A man becomes less sensitive to pain after age 60. A man 
sweats less with age (that’s good news); people 10 to 20 
pounds overweight seem to live longer than those who lyvain- 
tain the ‘desirable’ w'eight; at 50 or so a man’s waist is as big 
as it will get” (that’s even better news.)
I di.scovered that married men tend to outlive bachelors; my 
weight was probably now at its peak; my teeth may be wear­
ing down but they should last another hundred years; those 
who exercise live longer than those who don’t; it’s even okay 
to drink a little.
A recent study found mortality 50 per cent higher among 
teetotalers and heavy drinkers (three to five drinks a day) than 
among light drinkers (one or two drinks a day).
A flip of the page turned up the best news of all. “A man’s 
skin ages about 10 years more slowly than a woman’s.”
I wonder what She’ll say when 1 tell Her I’ve got younger 
skin than She does?
I lay back on the snow, skin covered to avoid sunburn, and 
dreamed about tummy tucks.






Westwood should be replaced
Editor:
George Westwood, the chair­
man of the Peninsula Water 
Commission has made up ihs 
mind. There shall be large con­
crete water reservoirs in B.C.’s 
oldest deeded provincial park, 
with pipelines throughout; there 
shall be no public consultation 
or input, even though John 
Dean P-ark was deeded to tBe 
people; the public purse shall 
pay for the reservoirs; “user • 
pays” concepts be damned; 
John Dean’s wish for a 10-acre 
water reservoir, i.e. artificial 
lake, shall be twisted to mean 
one acre concrete water towers; 
long-term planning is out; the 
size of this year’s budget of the 
commission has determined that 
the reservoir can only be started 
by placing it in the park.
At the June 19 meeting of the 
water commission, CRD
engineers recommended an 
open house be held at the site of 
the proposed water tower. 
Westwood estimated the cost of 
this public relations effort to be 
S6,300 and refused the recom­
mendation. His previous ap­
pearances on TV and radio had 
been too embarrassing to risk 
meeting the public face to face. 
There may be government for 
the people, but never of and by 
the people. The old dictum 
states that the government must 
consult the people, but in pro­
tecting their real interests, must 
not be bound by their ignorant 
opinions. So the commission 
decided to put out a propagan­
da brochure instead.
By now the chairman of the 
water commission, with his dic­
tatorial behaviour, must have 
become a serious embarrass­
ment to the CRD and likely the
provincial government. The 
solution seems simple. Since he 
is not an elected member of any 
municipality but only brought 
in by the CRD, 1 recommend
that the CRD directors replace 






Must Birch Road residents be 
subjected to the noise and 
danger of speeding traffic again 
this summer? Recent traffic pat­
terns suggest this trend in spite 
of the posted 30 kmh, police 
patrols, and letters of concern 
printed in The Review last year.
Those who regularly use 
Birch Road as a “highway” 
through Deep Cove might do 
well to weigh the inconvenience 
of leaving early or arriving late, 
against becoming the cause of a 
tragic accident. The 30 kmh 
limit allows two cars to pass 
safely in pppo.site directions
while watching out for wander­
ing kids, cyclists, horses, and 
vehicles leaving or pulling into 
driveways. It does not allow for 
the idiotic practice of driving at 
twice this speed or more, simply 
because Birch Road happens to 
be a straight stretch of pave­
ment.
1 hope that all drivers con­
sider the lives of the kids in this 
neighborhood more important 
than saving half a minute of 
travel time — 30 kmh will still 
get you there!
David Maddison 
932 Birch Rd 
N, Saanich
Editor:
The Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission recently voted not 
to have a public information 
meeting concerning ilicir pro­
posed Deean Park Water 
Tower. The cost of this meeting 
was estimated at $6,3(K) and was 
felt to he prohibitive. Instead 
the commission decided, ac­
cording to a CBC radio inter­
view, to prepare a pamphlet on 
the issue and ntitil it out to water 
ratepayers with tlieir bills. The 
cost of this effort was not 
discussed.
What this effectively docs is 
prevent both the ITiends of 
Joint Dean Pai k, aitd the public 
at large from participating in 
the process .as it dntstically 
limits the nuittbcrs of Peninsula
Thanks for support
residents who will receive the in­
formation. It also completely 
ignores the remaining popula­
tion of B.C. whose land the 
CRD wants to usttrp.
Participation in decision 
making is part of the 
democratic process, w'hich 
although may appear at times 
cltimsy and time consuming, is a 
very venerable and necc.ssary in- 
.stiiution.
It is becoming more aitd more 
obvious that the water commis­
sion may itot feel comfot table 
with their decision and con,se- 
quenily does not wtint to face 
the public or give them the op­




I am writing to thank you and 
your staff for your support for 
the 1986 Census.
Without the news covetiige 
provided by your imper, and 
many others, the Census 
message would not have reach­
ed as many Canadians as it did.
The information you provided 
to your readers about the Cen­
sus was an invaluable contribu­






CI.ICKINC! TIiniK WAY lo riini.,. in llii; Siililcy Pny.y plrolo ciin-
test siion^Yored by Sidney One Hour Photo and T lte Review was the 
McOcachic family of Meldram Drive who took first place winning 
a year of free filiti and plioiofinishing, and George Slonne runner- 
up. Congratulations to all participants. Thanks to local freelance 
photographer Nicholas Boulln lot helping out with tlte Judg­
ing. .... THERE WAS MOIHi than onewinner on the Sidney 
Days weekend. Frank Edlingion w.is Iticky lecipicnt of the S ry\G 
dory raffle July 1, ttik ing home his 14-foot 
prize. . . . .APOLOGIES to Jennifer Martman, a Grtule 15 Band 
.student at Nonlt Saiuiich Middle ScIntol, whose nitnvc was not in­
cluded in ia.'il week's report of tlte sdtool’.s high achievcr.s. Jennifer 
shtired the outstanding imisician award loi hei gtade with 'Ferry 
Jamc.s. , . . .A T IP Ol ITTIvnAr to Sidney residents Joe and 
Elsie Storey who will celebiaie their golden wetidirig anniver.sary 
July H. An open house in iheii honor will he held Stuutday, July 12 
from I to -1 (s.m. at Maigaicl Vaughan-Biich Hall, Thrii tiuce 
children, Al and Daryl Storey of Sidney and Carol Picken. of 
Calgary iirviic friends to help toast the ebtiple's 50 years ol mat ' 
riage. . . . .ARE TUI'.V WIMP.S, t>r what? VV'e’ie sotiy to lepori 
that (jcr.si.siciit diiz/le i.ui C amala. Day was the lame e.sctisc given by 
Saanich Criblcvision foi cancelling tlte soflbtdl niiueh with 'Fhe 
Review. We know they rciilly Mailed for lime io get a few nunc 
pinch hitters and rinr.'ers for the first anmial grudge inafeh. llni 
we’re not worried, Review sirper-cruich Terry Rbss lias been 
holding strenuous fraining sessions, T eam menibcrs now know to
say ‘’gloves and bats” not “miits tmd sticks.” “Kirlke” does not
“Mo nwoni, Wnllor. . .jimt ono of ovir IHflo offahoro 
broostos."
ALVCE'S FASHIONS
refer to gold, and “Ftnd” lias nothing to do with clticid.aiions m- 
lercd by our editorial staff, T he C’ablevisioit crew svas so impressed 
with our new-found Jingo, they're inectiiig <)ur ch.dlcuge tomm tovv 
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1461 Benvenuto Ave. 
Brentwood Bay 
652-2102
Open 7 Days a Week





• Round trip transportation from Sidney
• All ferry tolls
® Entrance to air show grounds
• Adult Child
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BCGEU action waits for leadership race
B.C. government employees 
on the Saanich Peninsula won’t 
be walking off the job until 
after a successor to Premier 
Bennett is chosen .luly 28.
And when they start job ac­
tion, it will not be felt locally 
until the third week of the se­
quence of gradually building 
walkouts, says union 
spokesman George Reamsbot- 
tom.
Some ministry of finance 
employees in downtown Vic­
toria were the first to hit the 






• Chicken chow Mein 
“ Chicken Fried Rice 




• Deep Fried Chicken Wings
• Guy Ding Chop Suey
• Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork
• Mushroom, Chicken Fried Rice
• Chicken Chow Mein
• Serves 4-5 persons ONLY
WE ARE NOW OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
No Reservation Necessary
812 Verdler * Brentwood Bay 
PH: 652-3622
ning, only to be called off when 
union leader John Shields an­
nounced strike action would be 
delayed until after the Social 
Credit leadership convention 
later this month.
Reamsbottom said strike ac­
tion would be sequenced to in­
convenience the public as little 
as possible while creating max­
imum inconvenience for the 
government. For this reason, he
said, local services such as 
Sidney and Brentwood liquor 
stores would continue to 
operate until the latter stages of 
the action.
Local liquor stores and other 
public services were shut down 
for approximately an hour last 
Wednesday as government 
employees met to discuss the 
contract situation. Government 
employees have been without a
YOUR FAMILY RESTAURANT 
IN SIDNEY




Tender slices of fresh turkey, homemade dressing, 
cranberries, mashed potatoes and gravy. Just what you 
imagined! sy25
LASAGNA.........................
Smitty’s favourite! Baked, deep rich and spicy. Served 
with garlic bread. S545
WE ARE OPEN FROM 6 am - MIDNIGHT 
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
2302 Beacon Ave. 656-2423
(( A Rising Rate GIC? You mean if 
interest rates go up, the rate on my •• 
deposit goes up?”
“But if rates fall, my original term rate 
is still guaranteed?”
“So, if I purchase a Rising Rate GIC 
for 1-5 years, I stand to gain on any 
increase in the prime rate over the 
term without having to shop around..
“That’s fantastic. I can’t lose! This 
takes all the gambling out of longer 
term investment. When can I invest?”
The Rising Rate GIC is a brand new investment concept available only at First Pacific, 
and wili be a limited offering. Minimum investment is $40,000. Give any of First Pacific’s 
managers a call today for more details. '
'All deposits and non-equity 
shares are 100% guaranteed 
by Credit Union Deposit
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ITiople Who Bit First.
Dciu,j Gant 
SiwibULiinu Bifiiicli
3750 Shetbourne (Street 
477.flS61 ■ '
Lyila loporowski 
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’ Tillcum Road 
386-l33r
Barry Waddell 
James Bay Branch 








1601 Bianshard Street 
308-5554
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contract since last October 
despite lengthy negotiations.
Reamsbottom says B.C. Fer­
ries, operated by Ferry and 
Marine Workers Union 
members, will not be affected 
by any strike action. Court 
clerks are BCGEU members 
and would eventually walk out, 
but their slots would be filled by 
excluded personnel and the nor­
mal Sidney provincial court 
schedule would not be 
disrupted.
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
would not be affected by strike 
action, but Glendale Lodge 
Hospital would eventually be 
reduced to a skeleton staff of 
non-union workers and a 
limited number of union 
workers deemed essential.
Effect on the motor vehicle 
office in Sidney town hall, 
operated by town staff who are 
not BCGEU members, is 
presently unclear.
The union last week rejected 
the goverments offer of a sign­
ing bonus of $225 to $300 for all 
employees and no pay increase 
for the first year. Government 
demands also include an in­
crease of 62.5 hours work a year 
for no additional pay, and cuts 
to sick and disability pay. Death 
benefits to union member’s 
spouses have also recently been 
unilaterally cut by the govern­
ment.
The union has steadfastly 
refused to consider any offer 
that does not contain a pay in­
crease in the first year.
Horses banned
from parades
High stepping horses and brightly decorated pony carts 
may be a thing of the past in local parades.
Soaring costs of liability insurance combined with the 
threat of a lawsuit if a horse should cause an injury resulted in 
local equestrians banned from taking part in the recent Sidney 
Days Parade. ^
Sunset Riding Club spokesman Jo Doman says six young 
riders and one youth leading a pony were slated to enter the 
local Canada Day parade, but the entry was nixed due to the 
danger of an accident possibly leading to a law suit against the 
Sidney Celebrations Society.
Sidney Days organizer Don Trivetl says the organization’s 
insurance won’t cover liability for an equine mishap during 
the event. The society was advised by their broker, P.R. 
Brown Brothers Agencies,-not to allow horses in the parade.
The $1 million policy includes all-purpose liability in­
surance on land-based activities, explains Trivett. He says 
Doman was informed of the insurance situation and she in 
turn contacted their broker and received the same informa­
tion. “You can’t run any show like this without getting so­
meone’s nose out of joint,’’ he said.
Doman says Sunset Riding Club has its own insurance for 
all riders attending a club function. “We always pick quiet 
horses and try to get a spot in the parade where they won’t get 
spooked. We’ve never had an accident in a parade in the 
past.’’
“The liability insurance market right now is just chicken!” 
says P.R. Brown representative Irvine Cormack. Horses in a 
parade are too risky because they spook easily; even the quiet 
ones, he adds.
In the July 4 Calgary Stampede parade, riders signed 
waivers to allow horses to participate. Cormack explains a 
waiver is not enough. “You can never write yourself out of 
liability.”
The Peninsula Gelebrations Society could potentially have 
been the brunt of a law.suit if an accident with horses oc­
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vehicle stock. Top dollar 









(rom Juind# f uct lUc, Cunlie)
D.L.
Illegal folding sandwich signs 
on a public by-way obstructing 
visibility were deemed partly 
responsible for the death of two 
people in a car accident at the 
Royal Oak .shopping centre, a 
coroner’s jury sitting in the 
Sidney court house decided last 
week.
Saanich municipal engineer 
Cliff Warren said an inspector 
would be visiting the shopping 
centre to have any sign.s on 
public by-ways removed, noting 
they arc in defiance of a Saanich 
bylaw.
John and Daphne Shaw were 
killed February 13 when their 
small truck was struck by a 
speeding ambulance after they 
e.xiied fronv the shopping cen­
tre.
A .similar Sidney bylaw bann­
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THIEVES BUSY 
“Last week was one of the 
busiest I’ve ever seen,’’ said 
Sidney RCMP Staff-Sgt. John 
Penz.
In fact, Sidney RCMP report 
at least 17 burglaries, thefts or 
attempted thefts last week.
“July is always our peak 
period,’’ said Penz.
Thieves who struck a local 
radar station overnight made 
the biggest haul — but it may 
not be any use to them. Appro.x- 
imately $4500 worth of survey­
ing equipment was looted from 
the site, but Penz said the stolen 
items would be almost impossi­
ble to sell.
“It’s pretty sophisticated, 
specialized equipment,’’ he 
said, “it could have been 
somebody with a precise need 
for it.’’
♦ ;4c
A local company reported 
June 30 three vans parked near 
the Sidney area were broken in­
to, with $1500 worth of mer­
chandise, including 32 cases of 
beer, and boxes of magazines 
taken.
SKIFF STOLEN 
Thieves also struck twice at 
North Saanich Marina, stealing 
a local resident’s 12-foot 
aluminum skiff and nine 
horsepower motor last 
weekend, and taking an anchor, 
valued at $100, from a Victoria 
resident’s boat several days 
earlier.
B&Es
A vehicle parked on Blue 
Heron road nearby the marina 
was also recently robbed of a
$200 Pioneer stereo system.
*
The overnight burglary'of a 
2300 block Beacon Avenue 
business July 5 is still under in­
vestigation, with a small 
amount of cash missing.
Hf.
Four vehicles belonging to 
Piers Island residents parked in 
a compound at Swartz Bay were 
also broken into. One suffered 
$300 damage, while $275 worth 
of cassette tapes were stolen 
from another.
BOAT TAKEN 
Another on the lengthy list of 
; theft victims was :an Allbay 
Road resident —- a small 
wooden boat valued at $350 was
Dry Jyne
A soggy May gave way to 
a dry June for Saanich 
Peninsula residents, 
although one disgruntled 
observer noted, the weather 
station should keep 
statistics on how often it 
rains on weekends and 
holidays.
Numbers from the Vic­
toria International Airport 
Weather Station showed 
less than half the nornuti 
rainfall for the month, 
11.33 rnm compared to a 
June mean of 29 mrn,
I'he average temperature 
was 15.1 degrees, 0.8 above 
normal.
Friday, June 13th proved 
lucky for sun-seekers as tlie 
temperature rose to 25.6 
degrees, a record for that 
day. Tlic nine rainy days 
matched the June average, 
and the 256 hours of suii' 
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stolen from in front of his 
home.
STOLEN GOODS
Motorcycle helmets valued at 
$100 and $300 were stolen from 
Amelia Avenue and Hornby 
road residences. Someone un­
successfully tried to steal the 
battery from a car parked on 
5th Street July 3; the same night 
a $100 battery was stolen from 
a vehicle outside a Beacon 
Avenue home.
♦ ^ 4*
And July 7 a Harbour Road 
resident reported a small motor­
cycle valued at $200 stolen from 
his home overnight.
CLAIM IT
In the good news department, 
the owner of a diving regulator 
found near Allbay Road can 
claim it by identifying it at the 
Sidney detachment.
PARTYGOERS JAILED 
Central Saanich police had to 
low away two cars just to get to 
a chaotic party on Brentview 
Drive last week.
A planned 50 guests had 
swelled to 250, and police were 
called to help control the scene. 
The result: two adults were jail­
ed and subsequently charged 
with public intoxication, two 
minors charged with possession 
of liquor, numerous liquor 
seizures and several incidents of 
minor vandalism.
CAR STOLEN 
The latest car stolen in a 
series of Central Saanich auto 
thefts, a 1985 Oldsmobile stolen 
from Keating Cross Road, was 
recovered in Royal Oak last 
weekend. Police are still in­
vestigating.
Some local thieves have a new 
fixation: flags.
Sidney Home Hardw-arc is the 
latest victim in a series of flag 
thefts that has also struck the 
Highway 17 tourist information 
centre, Sandown raceway and at 
least one other local business.
American and British flags 
valued at $50 were stolen from 
the roof of the Beacon Avenue 
business Sunday night. Sidney 
RCMP Staff Sergeant John
Penz speculates that area young 
people are stealing the banners 
for decoration.
“It’s the thing to do. They 
use them to decorate their 
bedrooms,’’ says Penz. adding 
“It’s a serious matter. These 
things cost money. It’s nothing 
other than out and out theft.”
Several local young people 
have been charged with theft 
under $200 in connection with 




GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
• DRIVEWAYS • PLAY AREAS * TENNIS COURTS
• LINE PAINTING • CRACK FILLING «» PATCHING
« JET SEALING ® RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD. 652-9211
. . . FREE ESTIMATES ... (24 HRS)
(Formerly OK Paving and Victoria Paving)
/@ off
ALL SUMfVIER STOCK 
®IVIen’s, ladies children’s shoes 
®Ladies’ purses
'^own Square Shoes
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READY TO SERVE HAM
BUn PORTION.......,.3.8SKg1.39,b.
STANDING 929 '''' 14^"’
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Setving the Saanich Peninsula
WE DON’T FOOL 
WHEN IT COMES 
TO FUEL
Changing fuel needs are not a 
laughing matter, we know that 
you expect the best, so we • 
deliver the best.
♦Propane: Vehicles or Cylinders 
•Diesel: Both full service and self 
serve
•3 grades of Chevron Gasoline to 
meet all your fuel needs.
ART BOLSTER & SONS LTD.
GAS BAR 652-4143 
7088 W. SAANiCH RD.
SERVICE DEPT. 652-1041 
BRENTWOOD BAY
INTER-CONTINENTAL CRUISE. The MIchaela Rose, a 
165-foot yacht anchored off Sidney Wharf Friday has 
been at sea for two years since she departed 
Barcelona, Spain. The boat carried 14 passengers and 
an international crew, said a Phillipino crew-member. 
The captain is Dutch and others onboard keeping 
everything ship-shape were from Spain, France, the 
Phiilipines, Ireland and Holland. The crew solves the 
language barrier by speaking in either English or
Spanish. Michaela Rose is owned by a private corpora­
tion from England ® Rochelle Ltd. Next stop on their ex­
tended cruise was Expo then north to Alaska returning 
via Hawaii. They will spend another year travelling 
around the Far East before returning to the Mediterra­
nean and then finally home-port in England. Sidney 
Aid. Ron Kubek observed, “That’s the kind of boat we 
want to get in here, but can’t because we don’t have 
the port facility.’’
YOU KMOW THAT CHUCK 
YEA<5£R TBSTED VEHICLES 
FOR N.A.S.A....
xlarage's has 
LLOYD TO resr theirs ahdwhyhot? he has 
THE RliSHT STUFF/Narr Highlaricls eyed for growth
The Capital Regional District 
wants to look at developing the 
Langford highlands to relieve 
pressure to develop agricultural 
land in the Saanich Peninsula — 
but two of the three local coun­
cils decided not to help fund a 
CRD urban suitability study of
SAANICH PENINSULA WATER SYSTEM
1986 UPDATE
GENERAL
Saanich Peninsula Water Comtnission is comprised of 11 members representine 
three communities of:
»The District of North Saanich
®The District of Central Saanich
®The Town of Sidney
The Commission, through the Capital Regional 
these three customers.
District, delivers bulk water to
The bulk water system consists
• 30 km of Trunk mains




Over 1 billion gallons of water sold in 1985.
7.2 million gallons consumed on a day of maximum use,
CAPITAL AND OPERATING EXPEf^DITURES
Capital expenditures to dag5.loiTTmi 11 ion.
Operating costs - 5U/1,000 gallons charged to municipalities 
(Unchanged for previous two years)
PLANNING
In 1985 the Saanich Peninsula Water Commission approved a 
capital works plan including a new reservoir on Mount Newton
and 20 year
WHY a new reservoir?
* To provide fire protection to the 3 communities;
• To provide water storage during high use; (Balancing) 
® To provide adequate pre-ssures to higher rogions.
WHEN is the new reservoir needed?
’' Now
• To make it possible to fight: residential, commarclal or industrial 
fires throughout the, three municipalities.
• To provide adequate pressuros to existing homes.
« Capital funds are available now. s
JWHERB should the reservoir bo built?
•John Deori Park
Le.ss than 1 acre located within 380 acre.s of John Dean Park provider.
•the best economic solution;
atinfactory fire protectiem (includ.ing the park);
« sat i «ifact o» y profiMure.'; and balancing .storage for the 
surrounding areas;
tJeorge Westwood, Chainnan 
Sa an i cli Pen i nsu 1 a Wa t e r Commi s s i on
, .1986
lor luttbor Information, contact the Capital Pcgianal Di.strict 
Telephone’ 388'*’4421
the highlands.
North Saanich council voted 
recently to contribute about 
$200 to the study, but Central 
Saanich and Sidney decided not 
to participate.
“It would be good to have an 
overall plan and avoid undue 
pressure,’’ said North Saanich 
Aid. Eugene Bailin. “It’s better 
to build on hilly rocky areas. 
The Agricultural Land Reserve 
is going to be under more 
pressure.’’
But Central Saanich Aid. 
Ruth Arnaud said that it was 
not the municipality’s role to 





Salmon Fishing - Coal Island 
Family Picnics 
at Sidney-by-ihe-Sea
Hourly & Daily Rates on; 
15 foot Runabouts
SKIPPERED CHARTERS:
“Fish & Barbecue’’ 
“Gulf Island 
Cruise & Explore”
Our rates are 
affordable. . . 





2320 Harbour Ed. 
Sidney, B.C.
spending the money for plann­
ing here. My own opinion is 
that’s only ihe thin edge of the 
wedge.”
Arnaud worried that the next 
step would be a request for 
municipalities to participate in 
developing the infrastructure 
for the highlands.
Bailin, also a CRD director, 
argued that highland property 
owners could fund the develop­
ment through user taxes, and 
stressed the importance of 
overall planning to ac­
commodate future population 
growth. If the CRD doesn’t 
take on the function, he said, 
nobody will.
The proposal for the study 
follows a regional growth 
survey by the CRD which raises 
some questions about where a 
growing regional population 
will be housed in the 21st cen­
tury.
Jim Masterton, manager of 
CRD municipal services, said 
the survey shows several of the 
nine regional municipalities in­
cluding Centra! Saanich, North 
Saanich and Sidney, may not 
have the capacity to house their 
projected populations by the 
21st century, according to their 
own community plans.
For instance, says Masterton, 
Central Saanich will be short 
housing for 866 households by 
2001, with the figure jumping to 
1,211 by 2006.
The year 2006 could also see a 
shortage of housing for .507 
hou.sehold.s in North Saanich 
and 525 in Sidney, ihe survey 
shows.
However the survey looks on­
ly at capacity under current 
community plans. In (he case of 
Central Saanich, for example, it 
does not consider the increa.sed 
capacity that the projected 
opening of the Mount Newton 
slope.
If you think it has to be damaged 







Gord will match or beat any price on 
G.E., Admiral or Moffat kitchen or 
laundry appliance
See Gord ipr all yom major appliance 
needs.:. .
BUUTfOIMUIY — VALUE Wfwm tu/t..
ISLAND FURNITURE
Jfil.l fti(>»ron Avrmip, Sli.titry, mOn.'Bxt, » AM io * rw
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Before oncf aftereoJs^form&tion cenfre revitalized
PRETTY AS A PICTURE. 
Co-op Peninsula Ser­
vices and the Saanich 
Peninsula Chamber of 
Commerce jointly fund­
ed the revamping of the 
Brentwood tourist booth 
on Keating Crossroad. In 
place since last year, 
both sponsors wanted to 
ensure the tourist booth 
looked attractive 
because it’s the Penin­
sula’s number one in­
dustry. A total of S3,500 
was spent putting in a 
porch, flowers and re­




A 20-year-old university stu­
dent who “thought he had 
walked it off” was fined $300 
after pleading guilty to impaired 
driving in Sidney Provincial 
Court June 26.
Timothy Wait was stopped by 
police early May 20 after driv­
ing through a stop sign on 
Wallace Drive, and subsequent­
ly attained breathalyzer 
readings of .11 and .10. Wait 
was also prohibited from driv­
ing for si.x months.
♦ 3k sk
Also pleading guilty to im­
paired driving and receiving the 
minimum penalty of a $300 fine 
and si.x-month suspension was 
Deborah Ann Moore, 33.
Moore was pursued by police 
after driving by the Central 
Saanich police station without 
her headlights on.
She told the officer who pull­
ed her over “I don’t blame you. 
I deserve to be stopped.” She
later attained a breathalyzer 
reading of . 14.
HE BLEW IT
Brett Dunbar, 20, of Sidney 
pleaded guilty in Sidney Provin­
cial Court July 3 to impaired 
driving.
The charge followed a May 
16 incident in which he was 
spotted driving erratically after 
pulling out of the Golden Bear 
parking lot.
Dunbar, who attained a 
breathalyzer reading of .18, was 
fined $300 and suspended from 
driving for si.x months.
UNSAFE BOATING
A boat salesman was fined 
$75 after being stopped by 
marine RCMP while 
demonstrating a boat without 
sufficient safety equipment on­
board.
John Aldrett of Bayview 
marine pleaded guilty to a 
charge of being at sea without 
approved distress signals.



















NUSHOOZ DAVID FOSTER 
BILLY OCEAN MOODY BLUES 





COUPON GOOD ON PURCHASE
OF ANY IN STOCK CD
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'Tje cat pnices J\!OTquafety!
Quality Servtce at Discount Prices 
"No Hidden Costs" 
LICENSED STYLISTS
AH Services lr>clude Shampoo. 
Condit»or>er aryl Blow Dry
Wednesday It Family Night 
between 5 4 9 pm.
- Free Child's Cut with Each 
Adult Cut
Now open Friday 9am - 9pm
Mon., Ibes., Sat. 9-6,
Wed^ Tbu«.. R*. 9-9 




9810 7th St. 
fiAsrtner VRIage iViitSI







2816 Jacklln Rd. 
(Jadclin & GoMtcresml




Thank you for supporting 
us for the past year. 
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Have you nnet 
the nicest guys 
and qais in town?
Your Saanich Peninsula Merchants!
They support the Little League, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts . . .
the Police and Fire Departments...
First Aid Squads, Local Schools and lots more!
Sound like pretty good neighbors? Thi^y aioi 
They're your local businesspeople, nnd tiroy 
do all this and rnoro. Local firms don't Just lake 
your money, They give back part of tlioir f)i ofjls 
iri the forrrt of local taxos, charitable donations 
ai'id uinployeu .ali'ilaiies. M's all pad iM tioiiiy 
business...nnd boing a good neighbor,
Part of their profits are also roinv(3stod in the 
corninunity, As they rernodoMheir stores, arid 
on to Ihoir buildings and open now locations, 
tlioy help build a brjttor economic environ" 
rnonf. When locol businossos prosprir, you 
aiirf your cremmuniiy prosper, Got to know tiro 
nicest prioplfj in town.
Shop Locally on Ihe Sannich PenlnGula
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We’re driving happy this summer 
because we went to
HARBOUR TEXACO
YOUR TUNE-UP and 
BRAKE SPECIALISTS
We accept all gas coupons 
at face value.
HARBOUR TEXACO
Full Service Gas Bar 
Resthaven at Harbour
656-5033
Canoe races, bone games, drams 
at Tsawoafs fradiflonal ewenf
“Switch! One! Two!” rises 
like a cheer over the waters off 
East Saanich Reserve.
Eleven paddles lift from the 
sea in unison, switch sides and 
dip again to speed the 50-foot 
Tsawout canoe across the 
horizon of Saanichton Bay.
Centrally located to serve the entire peninsula








Our combined talent will please everyone. Open six days a week. Thursday till 9:00 pm
The crew is the Tsawout 
ladies canoe team practicing for 
the Native Indian Canoe Races 
at the Ninth Annual East 
Saanich Water Festival this 
weekend. They practice every 
day to perfect their 
simultaneous paddling, hoping 
to skim yet another second or 
two off their time. Manoeuver- 
ing the long canoes around 
turns is awkward — perfecting 
the skill could lead to a win at 
the next race.
Canoe races are hosted 
regularly by bands around Van­
couver Island and many travel 
from the Mainland. In the July 
12-13 event 15 teams are ex­
pected from Nanaimo, 
Cowichan, Fraser Valley and 
Washington. Mens, and mixed 
races are on this weekend’s 
agenda as well as the “kloot- 
chman” or ladies 11-woman- 
canoe race. Athletes can also 
compete in doubles and singles 
events.
Races start at 2:30 p.m. each 
day and other attractions in­
clude traditional drumming, 
singing, bone games, plus arts 










DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-6:00
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
















































BONELESS CHUCK ,CROSS RIB |49
. 3.28 k(j I' lb.
















SHOyiDEH CHOPS ..smj 4ib.
•FRESH LAMB wpo
LOIN CHOPS lb9.IC tD
iSilmiliii
•FRESH LAMB -J29 
RIB CHOPS. kistgU lb.
•FRESH
LAMB STEW 3,5ug I ib.
•FRESH BREAST .j 59
OF LAMB 3,5115 I lb.
FRESH REG. OR B-B-0
BULK
WIENERS 'lb.





FRESH CUT BEEF f
B-B-Q RIBS .2.iakg;
PHEV.FBOICN
SHRIMP MEAT. , „.oo kg
Fl|>,
ifli liw
CUP A SAVtAT SIDNEY SUPER POODS , , PliPitSAVEArSinNPYSUIPPRPnnnfl I PlIPMSMwJfsilwFVSU
im " All. CANADIAN ! FRASER VALLEY
MARGAR NF ji at ..ji nffnfi * ■l^f CGARETTES 17^® BUTTER,,b..,.
FRESH FAMILY PACK REG,
GROUND BEEF
FRESH FAMILY PACK
STEWING BEEF ,H, kg
FROZEN YOUNG QR,'A’ <410
DUCKLING unj I
PREY. FROZEN LARGER SIZE K! A ft
.BOIUMFOWLud'^^^^
SI
highlight is the beachside 
salmon barbeque.
Participating in organized 
canoe races is just one aspect of 
a revitalization of native 
culture, said Norm Underwood, 
whose father started the 
Tsawout-hosted races. Training 
begins in early-April to prepare 
for a season of race meets. 
Training is a good way to keep 
band youth active in a construc­
tive pursuit, said Underwood.
But, athletic conditioning is 
only part of the purpose. The 
Tsawout are trying to instill a 
sense of dedication to a pursuit 
in their youth, Underwood ex­
plained. TYaining is as much 
philosophical as it is athletic, he 
said. $
Racing developed to such a 
competitive level the Geronimo 
Canoe Club of West Saanich 
travelled to Hawaii and raced 
successfully.
The event features 
modern canoes, they are tradi­
tional hand-made using red 
cedar. Some boats are crafted 
from pine, Underwood said, 
but cedar is prefered because of 
its fine grain. He noted a 
“banana-shaped” canoe is the 
easiest to manoeuvre on turns. 
The carver can round the hull as 
much as necessary for good tur­
ning action. A narrow hull slices 
through the water like a knife, 




Parkland Secondary School 
held awards ceremonies June 
20. Many students were 
recognized for their honor roll 
achievements. Outstanding 
awards for excellence in many 
areas resulted were presented to 
the following students:
Outstanding Math-science 
Grade 11, Julie Jespersen; 
Grade 12 Andrea Sigordson.
Munro Book Presentation. 
Rob Stevenson; Dr. Brinkhurst 
Biology Award, Vince Hazard; 
Joe Nunn Memorial Scholar-




I MISS MEW ASSORTED
CAT FOOD .
NABOB - NEW PACK QA
TRADITION f^ASTITCEr
GROUND WWirCC 200g I
ROYAL DRAGON 1
LONG 1
GRAIN niOt ....... lOkglJ f
1 V.I.P. ALL-TEMP.
| DETERGENT’°--n,Z ® LOCAL FRESH GRADE ‘A’ J| OQFARM EGGS I f. PINEAPPLE 68^1
j FROZEN FOOD SPECIALS
1 McCAIN 429
1 FRENCH FRIES ikgl
1 MRS. SMITH ftdQ
1 BOSTON CREAM PIES ....5B7g 4
{ MRS. SMITH 4QQ
1 APPLE PIE  ....... 1
1 McCAIN CONC. RASPBERRY OR ft fl f
1 REVIVE JUICE . .34imL Sr
V.I.P. LIQUID 4 70
FABRIC SOFTENER ..3.6 l1
S.O.S. -fl 90
CLEANING PADS i8 s1
SUNBEAM
BREAD 100% W/W .450g 
BRENTWOOD
PEACHES01 PEARS,......14 oz. 69^




CHUNK LIGHT TUNA. i84g 97^
KELLOGG'S cereal jioj




DILLS PLAIN 0NLY1 L ...1
FOR YOUR B-B-Q NEEDS |
QRILLTir.<E CHARCOAL ifll'IlO 1
• BRIQUETS..............1
• FOIL WRAP 1
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1 MCCORMICK'S CHAMPAGNE -110
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1 PURE CORN OIL ...ubotiioZ'®
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Qoq McGAVIN'S
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■FRUIT JUICE ..48oz.r® 1
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CIDER HOUSE RULES 
by:John Irving. •••
lACOCCA an autobiography 
by Lee lacocca
•••
LUCKY by Jackie 







ship ($500), Tony Van Wyk.
Industrial education awards 
were presented lo Richard 
Turnbull, best metalwork stu­
dent; Vance Smith,* construc­
tion; Ralph Robinson, drafting; 
John Blyth and Ron Scott, auto 
mechanics.
Special A.ward in Industrial 
Education received by Tony 
Van Wyk.
Community Services awards 
were presented to junior and 
senior categories. Leasa Lind­
quist, Family Studies; Foods 
senior, Tracy Stevens; Foods 
junior. Erica James; Cafeteria 
senior, Julie Mathews; 
Cafeteria junior, Lee Robson.
. Typing 10 was awarded to 
Karen Combs; Typing 9, Jen­
nifer Spencer; Outstanding Of- 
• fice Procedures 11, Marlies Ker- 
pan. Alison Buitendyke earned 
a Business Education Bursary.
Becky Wood won Outstan­
ding Drama, with David Keisey 
and Anja Tompa honoured for 
jazz and concert band. The 
David Anderson Memorial was 
presented to Danielle Jackson.
Excellence in Industrial 
Education, Richard Turnbull; 
Community Services, David 
Blake; Business Education, 
Elizabeth Menzies; Performing 
Arts; Eli Pricker.
The Ted Clark Memorial 
Award for Athletic Per­
formance and Good Sport­
smanship was presented to 
David Blake. Junior female 
athlete, Tammy Braithwaite; 
Senior female athlete, Cheryl 
Norquay; Junior male athlete, 
Paul Johnson; Senior male 
athlete, Matt Hern.
Top Citizenship honours 
went to John MacKay and the 
Spirit of Parkland Award to 
Kevin Gardner.
ISLANDS TRUST
NORTH PENDER ISLAND 
TRUST COMMITTEE
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons who deem their interest in 
property affected by the toliowing proposed by-law will be afforded 
an opportunity to be heard on the matters contained therein al a 
Public Hearing to bo hold in Ihe Boardroom, third floor, 747 Fort 
Street, Victoria, B.C. on THURSDAY, JULY 17,1986 commencing 
at 11:00a.m.
Proposed North Ponder Island Trust Committee By-law No, 31 
cited as “Zoning By-law Planning Area No, 4. 1972 (Nor ih Pender 
Island ' Associatod'lainnds), Amendment By-law No, 1, 1986", is 
a by-law to amend Capital Regional District By-law No, 103 cited 
as “Zoning By-law-Planning Area No. 4, 1972“.
In general terms the inlont of the proposed by' law is,
a) to establish a new zoning clnssilicntion “Water A MancuilurG 
Zona (WAM)" which provIdtBs'(or marioultiire and floats, 
wharves and pens nocossoty for maricullurc. , .
ta)' to change the zoning classitication of unsiirvoyod Crown land 
covered by water fronting section 7, Range 1 Easl, Sidney 
Island, from the Walor A Zone (WA) to tho Water A MisricuHuro 








A >4 D\ 1= y..t
//
A copy of the proposed by-law may bo inspected at tho iRlandfr 
Tie,SI Office, 747 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C . between tho hours ol 
W;dua,iti to 4,30 p.m , Monday to inutey, inclusive, ,
■ Cyrithin Hawkswoith.
Manager
Wednesday, July 9, 1986




a modern tool 
to s@lf-ciwcir@n@ss
Tsartlip band member Linda Underwood knew something 
was wrong when she was learning Latin in Grade 9 but not her 
native tongue.
“It made me think about my own language and 1 knew 
there had to be a way to learn,” she says.
Now Underwood is teaching classes of her own at Tsartlip 
school in SENCOTHHN, the language of the four Saanich In­
dian bands.
“Five or si.x years ago we could have said our language is 
dying. I had to hurry and try and learn. I knew that once my 
mom and dad were gone 1 couldn’t.”
Fortunately, Underwood’s father, the late Dave Elliot, had 
a similar concern. He spent the last years of his life develop­
ing the first written alphabet for SF.NCOTHEN (roughly pro­
nounced “sin-cha-thin”).
Elliott, a vvell known and respected band elder who played 
an important role in local Native education, studied the inter­
national alphabet and chose characters to comprise the 
SENCOTHEN alphabet.
Listening to Underwood speak the language, one can see 
the difficulty in codifying it. A series of alien but strangely 
beautiful hisses and guttural sounds are blended in, impossi­
ble for an English speaker to properly duplicate without con­
siderable practise.
“After supper we’d sit and he’d teach me worcis,” says 
Underwood. Elliott was then working as a janitor at Tsartlip 
school. “He started scribbling on bits of paper. He’d go into 
the furnace room and write little stories on paper towels — 1
VOTERS OF 
SIDNEY
LINDA UNDERWOOD’S goal is the rebirth of her native 
language.
still have them.
“He said our alphabet was a gift from the creator.”
SENCOTHEN is hard to learn, she says, because of its in­
tricacy. She notes there are 225 variations for the word “hai->- 
py.”
Underwood said that at the time codification began, there 
were less than 10 elders who could speak the language.
Now Tsartlip Elementary students, from Kindergarten to 
Grade 7, have classes every week in SENCOTHEN. Why does 
.she think its important for youngsters to learn the language?
“It’s building something within them. It’s a tool they need 
to retain a sense of themselves.
“The way our people see things is reflected in place names, 
people names . . . The basis of our culture, and our style of 
living is reflected in our language.”
THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT. I WILL DO MY 
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Mail or Bring in to Block Bros. Realty, 2449 Beacon Avenue.
If your property is currently listed with a Broker, please disiegard this otter. It is not our Intention to solicit the ot j 
ferinos ol olher Realtors, wc are happy to work with them ar>d cooperate tuity.
EAC, APC battle council
Continued from Page Al 
the Advisory Planning Commit­
tee, said Mayor Norma Sealey.
Sealey said the proposed 
community plan changes aim to 
preserve trees and other 
desirable a.menities on the pro­
perties through the incl'ea.sed 
flexibility that cluster housing 
would allow. Advisory Plann­
ing Committee Chairman Mike 
Stanlake asked “Why was the 
decision made to change the 
density if the idea was to 
preserve the trees?”; a question 
repeated by other residents.
Sealey agreed after the 
meeting “There doesn’t have to 
be an increased density to have 
cluster hou.sing.”
The new median density 
designation would'allow a max­
imum nine units per acre,, and 
fall between single residential, 
which all of the properties in 
question are currently 
designated, at 5.5 units per acre 
and multiple residential at 12 
units per acre.
While some residents argued 
that increased housing density 
would improve the municipal 
tax base (“People want to come 
here," said one Lochside Drive 
man), many others deplored it.
“I’d sooner pay higher taxes 
and not have to tolerate cluster 
housing,” said another resi­
dent.
“Who wants to look out your 
window at a bunch of houses,” 
property o w n c r .M i k c 
MacGregor said afterwards. 
“It’s really going to increase tlte 
traffic and there’s all kinds of 
little kids on our street.”
Following 1 li e heat c tl 
meeting, Sealey, who first pro- 
po.sed tlic changes in council 
several weeks ago, sjtid a new 
intermediate density category 
was a good idea. “I tliink there 
should be les.s a jump,” She said 
cluster housing “allows an in­
creased density wiihout visible 
impact. Yon ettn be flexible in 
siglning”
“1 think there ate aretis where 
increased density would not be 
ttn uiulesiiable thing.”
Lost in the shuffle at the 
public heating wa.s tlic rc/oning 
application of Don Salvador, 
whose initial application lo stib- 
divide his Lochside Drive pro­
perty was one reason ftu the 
proposed community pltm 
changes, Stihdividtng would 
have meant logging groves of 
trees on his property, and 
Sealey siiid re/oning Salvtidoi ’.s 
property lo permit cluster lious- 
ing could avoid that.
If tlte comrminity irkm wjis 
changed lo include tlic nevy me- 
11 dian density zoning, each pro­
perty owner would luive to app­
ly individually to have his pro­
perty rezoned to the new 
classification, as Salvador was 
doing Monday night. But as 
Sealey pointed out, after 
Salvador expressed his frustra­
tion about the complications, 
the community plan changes 
had to be approved before 
Salvador’s application could be 
looked at.
Concerns about the proposed 
changes to the community plan 
were widely varied. Some disap­
proved of the increased density, 
others said trees on the proper­
ties vvould be too vulnerable to 
erosion to be safely preserved in 
smaller groups. Several charged 
council with acting arbitrarily in 
asking asking town staff to 
draw up a list of suitable pro­
perties for redesignation, but 
Sealey argued that each council 
member had differing opinions 
on the .selection and the list was 
just a starting point for public 
input.
The other listed properties in­
clude several near the corner of 
Resthaven Drive and Ardwell 
Avenue, a large property off 
Beacon Avenue just west of 
Highway 17, and several off 
James White Boulevard just 
behind the Travelodge.
Pat Dietrich of 2234 Ardwell, 
owner of one of the properties 
proposed for redesignation, 
noted council had not advertis­
ed the public hearing in the 
Review,
The mayor and five aldermen 
met briefly in chambers after 
the hearing to confirm a July 21 
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Phone 652-1188 by 4:00p.m. July 11 with the amount you 
need and weMI guarantee fresh supply.
Peninsula Co-op
FREE PANCAKE BREAKFAST courtesy of co-op
when you purchase a minimum of three pounds of sfrawberries.
LIONS PANCAKE BREAKFAST ONLY^I.50
per person or S5 per family, beverage included.
Proceeds to Lions charity. Support your local growers and Lions 
Club by purchasfng your strawberries from Peninsula 
' Co-op.
2132 KEATING X ROAD 
CENTRAL SAANiCH 652-1188
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•Live Crayfish a Stoaniod 
Clams, homomado broad, 
salad & dossori
V OR
•Spit Ronsiod Turkey, 
homomado broad, salad & 
dossort
.®9.95
Enledalnmonl Sjfiirilny Wight 
Wodfiostlay Night Fsbulous . 
Seafood Plallor
OPEN SUNDAY 
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Phono Peg (or eppoinlmonl
IJAtmlo Photomphy
' ? ' 65ti-3420'. ;...."
MAGIC COLOUR would like to 
congratulato Ihoir sponsor 
toams: Hockey, Atoms A A £» 
Toarno; Soccor, Ponlnaula 










Reg. zu.m -4 099 SALE ISPROTEGTiON PLUi
FLECTO
EXTERIOR
fi Ih |I iiiiP •K'WW fi "•IP', ’•■r
VARATHANE
lOTItre'.:. 62.99'




LOCATED AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
^'«103-2527'BEACONAVE;''''
OPEN 8:00 - 5:00 MON.-SAT.; SUNDAY 10-4 s
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR PAINTING AVAILABLE
iH ii|iyBiiHitmiiii>wiiiu^^
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Tray packed .....2.62 kg
Slpt :lntb % 'is for the 
fBab-B-Que ...., 2.18 kg
BERRYLAND
BARTLETT















CANADA ORAOE ‘A’ BONELESS BEEF
BERRYLAND
CREAM 
CORN .................... ..398 mL










! FRESH SAUSAGES MADE DAILY
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I PLAIN OR FRUIT .1 kg
ISLAND FARMS
2% YOGURT PLAIN OR FRUIT........SOOg
ISLAND FARMS
2% YOGURT PLAIN OR FRUIT........ ..200g
ISLAND FARMS
OLD STYLE PLAIN OR
YOGURT ......SOOg
isuWd farms





0 I CALIFORNIA FIELD
.........350g ...........398 mL
CLASSIC OR DIET












i WALLA WALLA WASHINGTON
SWEET A!;
sd ONIONS a





















PINEAPPLE In Its own Juice Sliced, Crushed, Tidbits ..540 mL
DELMONTEFRUIT yMv







HALVES ....... .398 mL
SUNLIGHT
DETERGENT 
POWDER . ... .............. 6 L 1
OCEAN SPRAY
CRANBERRY & FRUIT 




, , FRESH WASHINGTON
lOf GREEN 






















BEETS ', 39B ml.
AYLMER DICED .
HARVARD








TOMATO or VEGETABLE 
SOUP ............. ,204 ml,
PARKAY
MARGARINE ...... ,1.36 kg
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PEAS & CARROTS .i k«
VARIETY ITEMS THIS WEEK: 
LOCAL BUNCH BEETS 
WHITE SUMMER SQUASH 
GOLDEN SUMMER SQUASH
,V':. : .:fS:^RESH APRICOTS,,-
Ib^
Ilie:Rivisiy
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;I^00ple^::Places^®^pperiings':
AZIZA
Cosmetic Products /O US I
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Saanichton man sails glob® solo
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
When he sailed solo around 
the world in his 26-foot 
catamaran, Saanichton’s Alan 
Butler spent stretches of up to 
96 days between ports.
He became as intimate with 
the ocean as a man can get.
SOLO SAILOR - Saanichton 
resident Alan Butler’s solo 
circumnavigation was ac­
companied by little fanfare.
Never having met Butler 
before the trip, 1 can’t say if he 
is as he w'as before the voyage. 
But being with him now, you 
have a sense of stillness and 
depth as tremendous as that of 
the ocean itself.
The 53-year-old 
Yorkshireman is nonchalant — 
maddeningly so — about his 
feat, which led him into the elite 
Golden Circle pf the group 
known as the Slocum Society, 
its membership consisting solely 
of sailors who have cir­
cumnavigated the globe alone.
Asked about rough weather 
he faced, he replies “It’s just 
annoying sometimes.’! Of 
course, there were the three 
gales he encountered rounding 
South Africa’s Cape of Good 
Hope, but as he says “They 
weren’t all that bad. Two of 
them I was running. ”
And the freak wave that 
could have capsized his craft in 
the Indian Ocean ^— he was 
niiofe concerned■about the 
maple syrup that spilled all over 
his cabin. Sure, water poured 
through the hatch and doused 
his logbook and charts, but it 
was cleaning up the syrup that 
really got him.
Butler had already sailed 
alone from Barbados lo Vic­
toria via the Panama Canal 
when he began his cir­
cumnavigation, leaving from 
Sidney in August 1984 -- but 
he’d only started sailing five 
years earlier.
He had no intention of aim­
ing for the Guinness Book of 
World Records when he plann­
ed his two-year trip, which took 
him to Samoa, Darwin, 
Mauritius and then again to the 
Barbados before he started the 
long trek back.
But Butler’s feat was 
superlative in that respect, too 
— he will appear in. the 1987 
edition of world records with 
his Amon-re, the smallest multi­
hulled vessel ever sailed single- 
handedly around the globe.
His story has an irony; Butler 
says “One thing about cruising 
is the people you meet. There’s 
lots of them. I met some 
beautiful people.” He would 
stop in ports like Auckland for 
a month and live on his boat 
while he enjoyed the country.
But he also went for stretches 
of 96 and 62 days without set­
ting foot on land, his toasts dur­
ing his private happy hour every 
night onboard the Amon-re 
never shared.
He talked to himself.
He had a small radio that 
could only transmit for several 
miles, and a larger one that 
could only receive. “You do a 
lot of listening.”
Something about the voyage 
was absurdly simple — he pull­
ed the whole thing off on his air 
force pension of $600 a month. 
“I didn’t have any rent to pay. 
Most people cruising around 
live below the poverty line.”
He visited Robert Louis 
Stevenson’s grave in Samoa, 
but Butler seems a very dif­
ferent type of adventurer from 
the heros of “Treasure Island” 
and “Kidnapped.” The young 
romantics in those books sought 
treasure and glory, but the 
Brentwood sailor was after 
something different, harder to 
identify, perhaps the type of 
peace he found in the morning 
after he’d taken his sextant 
reading and sat with his cup of 
tea, still, in the wind.
“The ocean will all too soon 
find the weaknesses of the 
maifiher of his'Wessel, ’ ’ was an 
adage Butler developed 
somewhere in the thousands of 
miles of sea travel. In his case it 
was the craft that weakened 
first.
Almost 3,000 miles from 
home the Amon-re’s steering 
went. Butler jury-rigged a steer­
ing system but never had the 
same control over his vessel, 
slowed considerably. He inched 
his way up the west coast of 
North America and, nine days 
from home, his last propane 
bottle ran out.
Then his radio went. It was in 
this miserable, anti-climactic
fashion that he sailed into Vic­
toria’s Inner Harbour one day 
in late June.
“I phoned home. And my 
family came out to see me,” as 
if he’d just arrived back from a 
day jaunt to Friday Harbour.
He went home and his wife 
made him steak and omelette. 
His eyes light up as he describes 
the breakfast in great detail. “I 
hadn’t had a hot meal in days.” 
He makes it seem like this was 
more of a hardship than the 
final 96-day slow and weary 
trek. At one point he’d emerged 
from the ocean after scrubbing 
goose barnacles off the Amon- 
re’s hull, and shortly afterwards 
spotted several sharks shadow­
ing the vessel.
Now Butler can be found put­
tering around Sidney, making 
minor repairs to the Amon-re. 
Without regret he intends to sell 
her quickly. “I’ve got to get 
some money, ’ ’ he shrugs.
And he remains an enigma, 
the force that drove him to
undertake the voyage as power­
ful and inscrutable as the ocean 
itself.
I ask liim a final time why he 
undertook a voyage that few 
men would dream of.
He pauses, then smiles. 
“There just wasn’t anything 
to keep me here really.”
RECORD BREAKER - The Amon-re, currently moored at the Sidney marina, is the smallest 
multi-hulled vessel ever to be sailed solo around the world.
MacKinnon retires from Claremont
“I hope I’ll get bored,” says Claremont Secondary Prin­
cipal Don MacKinnon with a grin. “It would be kind of neat 
to wake up and say I’ve got nothing to do today.”
After guiding Claremont for 13 years and North Saanich 
for 12, MacKinnon, at 56, is retiring. He plans to live quietly 
in his Mainwaring Road home with wife Betty.
His office looks bare as he takes the art from the walls. Pic­
tures of his w'ife, three children still living on the Peninsula, 
and his sailboat remain near his desk.
“I didn’t want to wait until I was at the end of my rope and 
people wanted me to retire. But 1 am not worn out.”
MacKinnon was involved in a serious car accident two 
years ago in which he nearly died. He has just started playing 
tennis again and hopes to play a full game of golf soon.
MacKinnon came to the Peninsula 25 years ago from 
Nelson, B.C. He was principal of North Saanich before tak­
ing over Claremont from long-time principal Joe Lott.
The best thing he will remember about Claremont is the 
staff and students. “V/e have a nice batch of students who 
work hard and participate in sports.
“I’d Say we have one of the finest teaching staffs in the pro­
vince. We’ve gone through some hard times in terms of 
budget and restraint and we’ve come through.”
Looking back on his 13 years as principal, MacKinnon said 
he would like to be remembered as “having maintained the 
school on an even conservative course and encouraged activi­
ty and scholarship.
“I’ve always allowed our excellent teachers to perform 
their function as they know best — give a horse its head. A 
good principal will set the environment that will allow 
teachers to rise.”
One thing MacKinnon will not miss is the amount of time 
devoted to his job. “I’ve been out in my sailboat once in eight 
months this year.”
In the fall MacKinnon and his wife plan to sail around the 
American Gulf Islands. When they return, MacKinnon says 
he will paint the house and build a workshop to “practise the 
skills he learned in high school years ago.” DON MACKINNON retires.
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® REPAIR YOUR LUGGAGE NOW! 
We can handle all major 
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OPERATED CAR WASH 
•CONVENIENCE STORES 
•LAUNDROMATS
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND'





If it’s Sports Call the Review
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DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
CROMAR/WAIN 
WATERMAIN PROJECT
Sealed tenders for the Cromar/Wain Watermain Pto- 
ject will be received by the undersigned up to 9:00 a.m. 
on Tuesday, July 22, 1986 and will be opened in public al 
that time and date,
The work will involve the installation ol approximately 
490 metres of 150 mm diameter water pipe, plus the sup­
ply and installation ol valves, hydrants, and fittings. The 
District of North Saanich will supply the pipe material.
Tender documents and drawings may be obtained at 
the North Saanich Municipal Hall, 1620 Mills Road, on or 
after July 8, 1986 between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, upon payment of a 
$25.00 deposit which will be refunded upon return of the 
documents in good condition within thirty (30) days of 
receipt of lenders, or upon the submission of tender.
The lowest fender or any tender v/ill not necessarily be 
accepted. i.R. ZAHYNACZ, P. ENG.,
Municipal Engineer
— A NATURAL FOOD STORE —
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HELEN SIMS DISPLAYING ONE OF 
HER SPECIAL OCCASION CAKES
CANDY SHOP ON THE 
PENINSULA BECAUSE
•OVER too VARIETIES ‘CHOCOLATES
CAKES (ICF. CREAM 
& FRESHLY BAKED)
•TRUFFLES by : ' 
ROBERT
FLOATS, SLURPY FLOATS 
•SLURFYS 
•SUNDAES
WE ALSO HAVE BFAUTIFIII WFDDINQ FOR nENT
BRENTWOOD BAY’S
7102YL SAANICH RD.
TENNIS COURT ACTiON 
Meadows Unranked Juniors
featured juniors getting competition experience at Glen 
Tournament on the weekend.
Locals 
land title
Peninsula novice lacrosse 
moved up to finals action Sun­
day for a double-header, sound­
ly thrashing Nanaimo to walk 
away with the Vancouver Island 
Novice Lacrosse Champion­
ship.
In game one Nanaimo 
couldn’t match Peninsula’s 
speed and finesse around the 
goal. Peninsula tallied up a 13-5 
score with Kyle Beilgay scoring 
four goals and four assists. 
Ryan Painter added another 
four, with Clay Mitchell con­
tributing three, and Jeremy 
Lyon one goal.
In the second of a best-of- 
three series Peninsula triumph­
ed 10-6 over Nanaimo. A solid 
effort in the third period put 
away four goals.
Ryan Painter was leading 
Peninsula scorer with five goals 
and Kyle Beilgay put flway two 
with three assists. Clayton Mit­
chell scored one goal but added 
two assists while Brian Davis 
and Jeremy Lyon each scored 
once and Davis Travis had one 
assist.
More Sidney Days results
CROQUET
There were no women win­
ners in Sidney Days first annua! 
croquet tournament, but 
organizer Simon Deane said, 
“The ladies were all beautiful as 
they were all dressed up in their 
Victorian costumes.”
Michael Holt and Robert 
Esau were the winning croquet 
team with Bob Hamilton and 
John Ellis taking the runners-up 
award.
SAILING
Sidney Days Sailing Regatta 
^June 29 held races in three divi­
sions. Division one was cap­
tured by Flash Dance, skippered 
by Larry McFadden, with se­
cond place going to Wee Willy 
Windy with Manfred Burondt 
in command. Bill Carley aboard 
Cygnus took third place.
Division two winner was 
Gaudeamus, captained by Bob 
Serenius. More Rompslomp 
took second under the guiding 
hand of Rob Van Holm and 
Evert Fraser blew into third 
with the Soirit of Holland,
John Barker aboard Interlude 
was first in division three, se­
cond went to Frank Walczak 
sailing Sparkle and Short Final 
crossed the line commandeered 
by Anne L’Hirondelle.
PARADE
Sidney Days wouldn’t have 
been complete without a 
parade. Six categories of entries 
were judged.
California guests, the Merced 
High School Marching Band, 
won first place in the school 
band category. Sooke 
Highlanders Pipe Band placed 
first, and second went to 
Princess Mary’s Canadian Scot­
tish Regiment Pipe Band in the 
military category.
Sidney Twirlers were number 
one drill or majorette unit.
Victoria Vintage Chevrolet 
Club presented the best vintage 
vehicle while Ian Duncan receiv­
ed second on behalf of ANAF. 
Sidney Twirlers had the best 
decorated vehicle with second 
going to Block Parents.
First to third placings for 
civic floats were Victoria, Es­
quimau and Duncan-Cowichan. 
Best community floats: Royal
Canadian Legion, Sidney Per­
sonal Care and Royal Vic­
torians. Top three association 
or club floats were Sidney Jazz 
Society, STAG and Knights of 
Pythias.
In the special category Sidney 
Fire Department held the day 
with their Comic Fire Truck. A 
King Neptune and Mermaid 
display resulted in second spot 
for Sidney Anglers with 
Chauvinist in Bed giving Tan­
ners Book Store third prize.
A group entry from Sidney 
Co-op Pre-school received first 
place in the bicycle category and 
tlie Parade Marshall’s Special 
Aw'ard was presented to 11 
other riders.
The Mabel Osbourne 
“Special” Band trophy was 
presented to Sooke Highlanders 
Pipe Band. Best Overall Theme 
of Transportation was won by 
the Sidney Days float with Most 
Outstanding Parade Exhibit 
presented to Labatt’s Old 
Brewery Truck.
FUN RUN
Seventy-two runners braved 
wind and rain in Sidney Days 10 
km Fun Run. The run was not 
designed as a race but first 
finisher of the event was Tom 
Michell from Central Saanich.
CANOE RACES
Indian Canoe Races had mix­
ed, mens and buckskins (16 
years and under) divisions for 
the 11-man paddling crews.
The Geronimo Club won the 
mixed division followed by 
Lady of Guadclupc, Saanich 
Nine and Saint Christopher, 
Geronimo Club won again in 
rnen.s with Saanich Nine second, 
then Saint Chrisiopher and 
Lady of Guadclupc.
Two teams competed in 
buckskins with Geronimo first 
over Saanich Nine.
SLOW-PITCH
Sidney Slo-pitch tourney 
went on for four grueling days. 
Twenty-three teams were in the 
starting draw which was whittl­
ed down to four in Tuesday’s 
final rounds.
Hi way Supermarket, coached 
by Terry Humphries cleaned up 
winning first overall. Pro-Corn, 
coached by Paul (Susie) Huser 
took second spot, while Prairie 
Inn A-team snuck into third 
place leaving Bank Street 
Bombes to walk away with 
fourth.
CFAX 1070 won in consola­
tion play while Schenk’s Ball 
Blasters scraped up a consola­
tion second.
Labatt’s Most Sportsmanlike 
Team award went to All In The 
Family and Terry Humphries 




Round the Buoys .sailing races 
take place every Wednesday at 
Sidney North Saanich Yacht 
Club. July 2 winners in three 
divisions were: A event, 
Madeleine, skippered by Jim 
Morris; Corrighinn, Alan Kelly; 
Flash Dance, Larry McFadden. 
B event, Gaudeamus, Bob 
Screniu,s; More Rompslomp 
(tran.slated means “more 
foolishness”), Robert Van 
Holm; Panache, Michael Gnr- 
thwaite. C event, Interlude, 
John Barker; Passiinic, Pat 
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Missed
qyailfyiiig
Central Saanich runner Tom 
Michell, who finished first in 
Sidney Days 10 km Fun Run, 
missed attending national com­
petition in Ottawa by one se­
cond. Qualifying time in the 
800-metre event was 51.1 
.seconds and Michell came in at 
52.1.
He might have a go at Provin­
cial Championships later this 
month and plans to pursue 




TINY AQUA-TYKES, all under three-years-old show no fear of water after taking swim 
classes at Panorama pool.
Brofher-sisfer team 
train for friafhalon
By SUZANNE INSKIP 
Review Staff Writer
Medford, Oregon might be 
home to them now, but 
triathaletes Sandy Whittle and 
Buck Munson are Sidney or 
bust.
The brother and sister 
originally hailed from Sidney 
and it’s still home to most of 
their relatives who will turn out 
in force to cheer Whittle and 
Munson across the finish line in 
the Victoria to Sidney triathalon 
this August.
Triathalon is a combined run­
ning, sw'imming and cycling 
event. A typical competition 
could include a mile swim, up to 
25 miles cycling and another 
half dozen running.
Whittle and Munson, both in 
their mid-30s, hadn’t con­
sidered triathalon training until 
their Sidney grandmother Eva 
Rooke mentioned the Island 
event at a family gathering last 
Christmas.
Without formal coaching the 
pair started in on a training 
schedule. “The trouble with 
triathalons is that they’re so 
new, there’s no dirties,’’ said 
Whittle. But, equipped with the 
best gear and sporting T-shirts 
that read “Sidney or Bust’’ they 
are meeting the challenge.
Whittle and M u n s o n 
discovered unrnentioned details 
of the Kporl on their own — like 
transition. “No one ever tells 
what ha|')()cns when you gel off 
a bicycle ;md try to run,” said 
Munson. “You feel bowleggcd. 
Your knees knock togctlier.”
All the oxygen goes lo the 
nuiscies leaving the brain foggy 
and confusetl. Unclipping a 
cyding ltdmet and lying on run­
ning shoes becomes a difficult 
feat. Conseciuently, triinsiiions 
arc an important part of train­
ing routines, going from pool to 
bike or bike to running.
With families and work 
schedules to juggle, finding lime 
for serious training is difliouh. 
It’s easy lo find excuses to set 
exercise itside, “ We're real exer­
cise liuddies, ^'ou need someone 
to enewiragc you, to get you nut 
, there,” said Whittle. “I know 
he'll Itclp ine all Itc can during a 
race, and he'll save ine if I start 
to drown,” «
“Maybe,” the younger sibl­
ing chortled in response, “It 
depends on how svdl I’m do­
ing,” the adiled a serious note 
that the duo is in this together. 
Witen the Sidney triathalon is
over. Whittle and Munson in­
tend to continue training for 
good, all-round exercise.
When the days seem too long 
and enthusiasm wears thin the 
last thing the duo want to do is
head for Medford’s YMCA for 
a late night swim. “But on days 
like that I just picture our fami­
ly at the finish line,” Whittle 
concluded, “And we get up. 
And we go.”
■ALL-STARS
Sidney Little League tournament team for 11-12-year-olds are: 
Wade Arsenault, Mitchell Werhun, Ian Luijcombe, Tyler Charlton, 
Russell Benwell, Robert Carpenter, Christopher Cochrane, Stefan 
Jakobsen, Grant Cooke, Robin Westie, .leremy Marrow, Trevor 
Rooney and Jeremy Halliday.
Tourney team manager is Bruce Nunn and Ron Treleaven is 
coach.
SOFTBALL
Sidney Hotel remains tops in East Division, Lower Island Mixed 
Softball with 16 wins and four losses. Sidney clobbered Canterbury 
Bears 14-.3 July 2. Winning pitcher was Joe Sparrow.
Fighting for the win Sunday, Sidney scraped by 17-14. Terry 
Ross had five RBls including one grand slam home run. Brenda 
Milne hit three RBls, while Penny South and Shane Griffey each 
contributed two. Winning pitcher was Liz Termors.
Next game tonight at Sanscha diamonds against Fairways 
Market.
LACROSSE
Peninsula won the Novice Lacrosse play-off scries two games to 
one July 3-5, advancing them to the finals against Nanaimo July 6.
TENNIS
Glen Meadows hosted a Juniors Unranked tournament over the 
weekend. Winner of the 18-and-undcr singles was Daniel Romain 
6-1,6-3, over David Johnston of Oak Bay. In boys under-16 David 
Johnston rnacle a comeback taking a 6-4, 6-4 win against Scott 
Ken inter.
Pamela l.ewis, who would normally be in the 14-and-under 
caicgoty lacked competition and wa.s boosted to the girls under-16 
where she won handily 6-3, 1-6, 6-3 versus Catherine Lambe.
Under-14 singles went to Andrew Hobbs and in doubles two 
Ciien Meadows teams met with the win going lo Richard Pike and 
Jason Grtiy playing against Mike Wilson and Nick Parsons.
Consoltiiion winners were Lee Robson, Laurie Robinson, Jason 
Gray, ;ukI doubles ptuiners Craig Beniham and Mark Bunting,
.PENINSULA
'“WE’RE RRST CLASS, WHEN IT COMES TO GLASS”^J
SccCftcif QLAS^ LTD. SCSI
i. GLASS OF u/iwncuitri OQ • • FRAMED ..x,
ALL KINDS ‘WINDSHIELDS gCREENS MIRRORS
4^019 Galaran Rd. Emergency 656-1313, 656-2377
I.C.B.C. Claims Handled Promptly
It was another medal w-inning 
round for Piranhas Swim Club 
at Port .Mberni’s Ray Newman 
Invitational swim meet July 5-6.
Coach Brenda McGuire says 
results for overall club point 
totals weren’t available at prcs.s- 
time, but some individual per­
formances were readily noted.
Senior sw'immer Terry Dean 
17 won four gold medals: lOO 
metre free-siyle, 200 individual 
medley, lOO backstroke and lOO 
breaststroke. Nadine Sibley 
brought home a gold in 100 
free-style plus a second place in 
100 backstroke. And, Natasha 
Kipot took the division four 
gold in 100 backstroke.
Two division five girls, Erin 
Patterson and Kirsten 
Jacobsen, placed seond and 
third in breaststroke, w'hile 
Melody Wey of division two 
won her first competitive 
medal, a second in backstroke.
Piranha towels, the club 
recognition for making four 
personal-best times in one meet 
went to 11 swimmers this 
weekend: Leah Cooke, Paula 
Harding, Erin Patterson, 
Nadine Sibley, Kirsten 
Jacobsen, Pam Ens, Terry 
Dean, Andrew Ens, Robbie 
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CLIP ON — FLIP UPS
SQOO
ONLY w + TAX 
TRAFALGAR SQUARE
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
7103 W. Saanich Road 652-6222
Ardmore
GOLF & FITNESS CLUB
ANNUAL FEES DUE







riUPER LAWN MOWER I
DINIHC GUDK
SPECIALIST IN SHARPENING; 
•REEL MOWERS ^ROTARY MOWERS 
•CHAIN SAWS-GREEN MOWERS 
RIDING MOWER SPECIALIST 
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY ON ALL 







10% Senior Discount 








TAKE OUTS 656-5K9B-7 
Sth&Boacon Sidnoy
5197 PAT BAY HWY.
(ACBOtSS FROM THE NEW BOAT HOUSE ON ELK LAKE)■ -............
JOE AND TERI FRACKSON ARE 
PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE 
MARRIAGE OF THEIR DAUGHTER 
KELLY TO STEVEN McLEAN
Kelly Fmcksoi'i BldesI daughhn of Joo and Tori f'mckson oi 
Gannichton and Sloven McLean, son of Bob and Groin McLean 
nifMyaiOak wctomatriodJvno?. 10mnt Sf Mfmnorn and AH 
AhQolfi Church, West Saanich fid , hy fkw, William Hills. Tho 
brido was given in inamago by her lather and mpthor. A lure 
choon focoplion for olghly poopio followed in tho cdruich hak 
.with many guests horn fhe lowrai im)ii\iand as woil as. 
groom's brother, Bob McLean from l-dmonton and tho brido's 
giandmathor, Mis. Adolo, Jonah of.Winnipeg. Tho toast to the
m “■
TRYOURSfi.W
Early Ewnino DINNER SPECIAL
4:30.B;00Mon..Frl,




bndo w&s given by Mi. Warren Milloi ot Winnipeg, Inn bride
rrmdo her wadding dross of Goorgian.satin.and Austnan incu
with cuslom apptigiio and seed poaris on the bodico. The coL
our thi-mo ol tho weiMrrg was rod and' whito. Tho nowlw^’ods
honoymoanod in Jamaica and will msido in Rictvmnd. B C - ----- ----- - ------...
SMUGGLERS 
COVE RESTAURANT
rnniwmi VI inAWOtT'ZA 
UNPER NEW OWNEnaHin
NEW a EXCITING 
FAMILY CUISINE




SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FOR ONE• CIUckiHi cliow Molri
• Chlfil«i*r» FU«i1 Hlc«*
• Swnut 4 Sour UonolMit Fork
iirrdPrAwn* SC75
Toti Ol Cotfoo Only a
. ■:j52-3022 ^ •' 
«l2Vurdloi Avo, llioniwood Wity








Mary and 1 were walking along the shore of Bazan Bay at 
low tide, on the lookout for anything which the waters tiad 
brought in. We were almost deafened when a large jet plane 
took off from the Victoria Airport immediately to the west 
and began climbing steeply over the bay. When the decibel 
level dropped appreciably two or three minutes later, Mary 
spoke up, her voice a couple of notches above that of the 
receding plane: “Noi.sy brutes, those! Any idea who invented 
jet propulsion, Cy?”
‘‘Not for sure but it has been around for a long time.”
‘‘How long? Since before the Second World War?’-’
‘‘Longer than that. More like 500 million years. Since the 
Cambrian, anyway.”
Please be serious. Just for once.”
‘‘1 am serious. Let’s slosh through that bed of eelgrass a bit 
and maybe I can show you.” We waded out into the shallow 
water into a bed of eelgrass, its green blades half way up our 
rubber boots. I restrained her forward progress with my hand 
and we stood looking down into the water.
‘‘What am I supposed to be looking for anyway?” she ask­
ed.
‘‘A small jellyfish about three-quarters of an inch tong with 
a lot of orangey red in its coloration. Youngsters should be 
able to find them all along our shores at least until 
September.” Mary had stooped over in order to peer more 
closely.
“There’s one, I think!” cried Mary, pointing to a spot just 
ahead of her right boot toe. “I can see the jelly-like part and 
the orange seems to form a sort of cross.”
“Yes, those are the coiled reproductive glands.”
“And it has about a hundred threads, long and slender, 
around the outside! They’re the tentacles, aren’t they?”
“You bet they are, and they have stinging cells for catching 
their food — small crustaceans and fish. Notice that many of 
the tentacles are bent towards the tip. This is where they have 
the little pads for hanging onto eel grass or anything else 
growing up from the bottom.”
“Is the mouth in the middle?”
“Yes, on the underside of that blob. Now, watch him 
carefully.”
Rec cenfre fits 
working parents
JET PROPULSION of the jelly fish. Cy Hampson photo
“Now he’s swimming up to the top with tentacles trailing. 
He’s pumping his way along, that’s what he’s doing!”
“Right. And each time he closes the bell of his body he’s 
forcing out the water trapped underneath.”
“He is using jet propulsion, all right! Now, he has turned 
over and is coasting down with all his tentacles spread out!”
“That’s how he fishes. The tentacles are his net.”
“There arc two more over to the right. They’re pretty! 
Could they sting me, if 1 picked them up?”
“No, they’re very small.”
“Do we have any that could sting people? 1 mean around 
here?”
“Yes, that big brownish one that is often washed up on the 
shore. They are up to nearly two feet in diameter with ten­
tacles 6 feet long or more.”
“Have jellyfish really been around for 500 million years?”
“Yes, their fosils go back that far.”
“Isn’t it great that the low tides are in the daytime during 
the summer,” said Mary.
“It certainly is. There are so many things to see along our 
shores. Right now, pale orange sunflower starfish with nearly 
two dozen arms, orange and purple seastars with five arms 
each, bright red sea cucumbers under the edges of rocks, 
clusters of snail eggs or ‘’oats” under rocks, tube wormain 
their white cases under rocks, several kinds of crabs, sea 
anenomes and chitons or ‘’sea cradles” with their eight 
plates, gorgeous sea slugs, several other kinds of jellyfish.
“Don’t forget the many different kinds of interesting 
seaweeds,” Mary added.
“No, and the little tidepool fish and shrimps.”
And shouldn’t people remember to turn rocks over again 
after they have looked beneath them? So that gulls and other 
birds won’t eat everything in sight?”
“Right you are. We should try to leave the shore in about 
the same state as we found it.”.
There will be more programs 
to fit working . parent time­
tables at Panorama Leisure 
Centre this fall.
Weekends, after school and 
evening programs will feature 
lessons for activities normally 
missed during the week by 
children with both parents 
working. Single-parent families 
frequently need this scheduling






Sidney Ass. of Merchants
Mon-Sat 8 am-5:30 pm 
Friday 8 am-6 pm 
Beacon Plaza
2328 655
new provincial program offering
_ A ninjor new progt’iini, Jolffffic makc« it 
cS'isiei’ for people fniin many walks of life to 
obtain suitable employment. It's desij^ned to 
meet the needs of unemployed pemons, the dis­
abled, people on income assistance, as well as 
those seeking further education or specialized 
job training.
V Joiyihic not only offeis better access to many 
existing government i)rograms, but will lead to 
new employment and tniining pmgmms. Many 
of these will develop closer ccxiperation Iretween 
employers and those seeking employment. An 
imixMlant aim of Job'lhic is io ensure that job 
tniining pingmms tnily meet the demands of 
the \vork place.
hbr eveiyone anicenled with employment 
preparaliun in Ihilish Columbia, JobTnic pro­
vides a convenient “one-stor<” source of inkn - 
motion and assistance, 1 lemhlKw.' it works for 
people thmughout the pnwince:
Many agencies aqosH ifntisii Loluinbia oiler 
emiiloymcnt-related assistance and advice...in 
liarliculnr, various offii'es of the Ministry of 
1 .alvnir Joh'lhir provides a jpiide to tltese many 
valuable smnces...and iielps you delennine 
whu’li is best for you. Ii ran he tlie vitn) first
step in finding the job you’ve been li Kiking for.
E)r Those mlnmm Asm
A numlier of provincial employment pro- 
giTims arc specially designed for individuals 
receiving income assislance.';fol)'rmc offem an 
easy-to-follow j^iiide to these i)mjp'aiTis,.,and tells 
you wliorn to contact for information on cduaition 
and Imiiiing assistance, work study pmgrams, 
and iniich more. Check out your oiitions by 
mailing Ihe accompanying coupon tcKlay.
Rir Unemlhi^ed DisalM^h
Job'line can show you Itow and where to 
seek employmenthow to imiirove your edu­
cation,..Itow luuvercDine .special prublem.sarid 
get started in a trade. Praciical and straight­
forward, JoiyiVac shows you how to take full 
advantage of Ihe many einiiloym«'nt-relalefl pm- 
gpiins available t() disabled lirilish Ckilumbian.s. 
It can help you take charge of your life.
those for wcanen in non-l.Taditiunal erniiloyment.
'Fo learn more about the op|)ortunities for 
broadening your horizons, simply mail the 
coupon below.
EQtEE}PlLW3J]MM0M!tliQ:.
joifTrac means a belter chance of finding 
employees with the work skills your company 
needs. A number of existing govemmenl pro­
grams offci assistance with wages and training 
costs...and JobTrac will help to ensure that 
training is linked closely lo your working en- 
viixtnment. Write hxlay for tlie special Job'Frac 
brochure for employers, You could gain valuable 
new employees, while helping to expand employ­
ment in British Columbia.
If Jol/Iiac applies to you, or to a family, 
member or friend, you t!an make appliaition by 
doing one of t he following: (a) contact your 
Ciovemment Agent, or offices of the Ministries 
of Human Resources or Iralxiur; (b) send couixin 
for detailed infonnation; or (c) call loll free
Tpiease send me further information, in the
following category:
□ I Icli) tor llnoinployetl H.C. Residents 
I □ JohTivicfdr'rim.se nnlnaline Assist,'ince 
I □ Hell) for llneinplfiyeti IJisabled Persons 
, □lklu(\ition;t!an(l'i’niiningAssistana'
I ri i'niiiloveH arid joh'lhie
. I NiMH
If ytni're cuttenlly emi)Ioycd, but hoping tf> 
iivipi'ovc your cclucjition or traiiiiug, JobTciw; c.ui 
iieli). It pmvides sptTific sonrcijs of infonnation 





I’AKUAMENT ItUll.niNOS PROVINCEOP BRlTISH COLUMBIA 
VICTOUIA, nC A'HV IX't , l/iin, lr>ty kirlniiiHhh'
option. “It’s an area that’s been 
growing, especially with the 
number of single working 
mothers going up,” observes 
program director Nancy Moyes.
With Sidney Capitals junior 
hockey team no longer making 
Panorama their home ice, she 
said, new programs will be slot­
ted into the arena schedule.
Girls ringette, a popular sport 
in Alberta and Ontario is com­
ing to Sidney this fall. Arena co­
ordinator Rick Hanak says a 
clinic is slated for Sept. 13, in­
cluding a demonstration game 
for all girls who are interested. 
“It could easily take off and be 
very popular,” he says.
Ringette is played on ice and 
is similar to hockey. Players 
wear a specially designed skate, 
Hanak explains, which appears 
to be a cross between heavily 
padded hockey skates and the 
refined style of a figure skate.
The over-50 crowd will have a 
hockey time-slot, augmenting 
minor hockey, oldtimers and 
figure skating already at 
Panorama. Adult skating is 
moving from Sunday after­
noons to Wednesdays, Hanak 
adds, and the centre is following 
up on a suggestion for a parent- 
tot skate at noon on ^turdays.
Panorama is taking on a 
“community centre style” now, 
he said.
Underwater hockey for the 
more aquatics-minded is 
another new program offered, 
says Moyes. '
PIranhos
Piranhas proved undaunted 
when challenged by all Island 
swim clubs at the Nanaimo In­
vitational meet June 29-30.
“We were second overall,” 
says coach Brenda McGuire, 
“And that really let’s us know 
where we stand regionally 
because everyone was there.”
Piranhas had two aggregate 
winners — Terry Dean, 17, divi­
sion six; and Jamie McDonald, 
M , division three. V
“Piranhas Towels” were pro­
udly presented to Piranha swim­
mers last weekend, the coach 
said. The special award goes to 
swimmers achieving four 
personal-best times while racing 
at a single meet. “It’s very dif­
ficult as you get older because 
your times don’t vary a lot — 
perhaps only by tenths of a se­
cond.”
Terry Dean, Ian Denman and 
Chris Kipot received the towel 
award, while Jenni-lyn DeWolf 
made three personal bests and 
missed her fourth by one-tenth 
of a second.
Top three place finishers in 
Nanaimo Invitational events 
were:
Jamie McDonald, first, 100 
Individual Medley: Nadine 
Sibley, second, 200 IM; Andrew 
Ens, third, 200 IM; Terry Dean, 
first, 200 IM.
Fifty-metre frce-stylc cvenis: 
Colin DcWolf, second; Jamie 
McDonald, first; Robbie 
McDonald, second.
Fifiy-mcire butterfly placings 
Went to: Janiec Hanan, third; 
Kim Harding, iliird; and Sieran 
Jakobsen. In lOO-meire “fly” 
Nadine Sibley aiul 'Terry Dean 
each won Iheir division.
In relay medleys IHranhas 






Coino In and soo our 
largo selection of 
“warehouse’’ books 
— out of print titles, 
golden oldies, and 
colloctors* classics - 











“Himself” and I finally got the netting over the raspber­
ries, and not a moment too soon. The robins and starlings 
were gorging themselves. It’s a fine crop this year, so planting 
the canes in a raised bed where they are well-drained has been 
the answer for us. So many folks lose their raspberries 
because this is one fruit that simply won’t put up with “wet 
feet.’’
The thornless blackberry bushes are also loaded with green 
berries this year, and will need their supporting trellises 
strengthened before the berries get much larger. They can sur­
vive in a bog so no raised beds for them.
Talking about harvesting. Hazel, my over-the-fence friend, 
told me that she garnered 104 pounds of tomatoes from six 
“Fantastic” tomato plants last year. She treats them ruthless­
ly. Once three or four side shoots have flowered and she has 
four bunches of flowers at the top of each plant, (these are 
considered ‘‘bush tomatoes”) every effort on the plants’ part 
to produce more flowers is halted. She simply pinches them 
off. She also doesn’t allow any shoots to grow from the joint 
between each branch and the main stalk (what her pal Isabel 
refers to as “the armpits”). About the middle of August she 
picks off and discards all small fruit. In the end she has 
tomatoes that often weigh two pounds each. Incidently, each 
bunch of flowers, and eventually each bunch of tomatoes, is 
called a “truss.”
To go back for a minute to netting the raspberries, I 
neglected to tell you that it was done remarkably peacefully. 
This time instead of shouted orders ane muttered curses, we 
discussed the whole matter relatively calmly before starting to 
hoist the net over canes taller than I am. As usual he had his 
ideas, and 1 (naturally) had mine, but by settling the whole 
issue beforehand, we only broke off a minimum of branches 
and ended up congratulating ourselves on a job well done!
“Himself” walks the dog daily, making a tour that includes 
a run on the beach for Her Majesty. He came back the other 
day to tell me that there was an abundance of seaweed in a 
spot where transporting it to the car wouldn’t leave us both 
with hernias. Down we went to fill several large garbage bags 
with this precious stuff. Now it is six inches deep around the 
tomatoes covering an area two feet in diameter around each. I 
also used one sack of it over the ground in a very dry bed that 
gets a lot of afternoon sunshine, and the flowers look a whole 
lot happier than they did. Passers-by may be slightly offended 
at the smell, but that won’t last long.
1 don’t wash the salt from the seaweed, partly because I am 
assured the salt content is so small there is no reason to worry, 
and partly hoping that v^hat salt there is will discourage slugs. 
Actually if we could mulch the whole garden with seaweed I’d 
be delighted . . . not only does it keep the soil moist, but 
keeps it reasonably cool, and at the same time discourages 
weed growth. I should tell anyone new to “mulching” that it 
is essential to water the ground really well before applying this, 
ground covering.
Now is the time to thin out your fruit should you be lucky 
enough to have any. Apples are supposed to be a fist-width 
apart, peaches only slightly less, pears separated so they don’t 
touch, and apricots about two inches apart. 1 hate doing this, 
it seems so wasteful, but if you want fruit of a reasonable size, 
thinning is a must. This is a job that nature plays a part in. 
Some of you may be horrified to find a lot of immature fruit 
lying on the ground, and decidecl your tree was rejecting its 
young. This phenomenon is called “the June drop” and is 
Mother Nature’s effort to thin out your crop. The trouble is 
that she never goes far enough, and this is where you come in, 
gently detaching the least worthwhile apples, pears, peaches, 
whatever, leaving the rest to get enormous, because now they 
get all the nourishment. Do keep all trees well watered from 
now on, letting the hose run very gently for about 15 minutes 
per tree once a week . . . watering to be done around the 
“drip line" of each, that is, the line where, if your tree were 
an umbrella, water would drip from it.L
Sportst Tsriorfs
PENTATHALON 
Pentathalete Ian Soellner 
returned Friday from his first 
international competition in 
Barcelona, Spain where he 
finished tenth of 47 par­
ticipants. He confronted tough 
competition in fencing.
Soellner will now travel to the 
World Championships in Italy 
this August. He’s well prepared 
but predicts it will be a much 
harder event because Soviet 
block countries will be atten­
ding. Poland is the favorite with 
Russia noted for a top three 
placing.
LITTLE LEAGUE 
Sidney Little League tourna­
ment team start Area One 
playoffs today at Beacon Hill 
Little League’s Hollywood 
Park. The all-stars were majors 
division winners in regular 
season play. Two losses at 
Hollywood play-offs and they’ll 
be out of the running.
Six top playoff teams will 
meet at Sidney Little League 
diamonds July 14-22 to 
challenge the district title and 







Sidney Slow Pitch League 
general meeting is slated for Ju­
ly 15, 7:30 p.m., at Sidney 
TraveLodge. Ball players check 
in at Club Images.
M oo?s
CASH
IF YOU ARE A REVIEW SUBSCRIBER 
HERE’S HOWTO WIN:
Simply count the spelling errors in the advertisements 
below. Enter your count in the entry form below and bring or 
mail St to The Review, 9781-2nd St. Sidney, B.C. V8L 3C5. The 
first correct entry drawn ihe following fVlonday will be award- 
ed ^50. If the entry is from a paid subscriber a bonus of ^100. 
will be awarded.
I Watch this MINI TONOW IN OUR EXPANDED FACILITIES 
• TUNE UPS • OVER HAULS 
• LARGE TRUCKS • FARM EQUIPMENT 
• CARS etc. etc.
i68Z2 DURACME RD. 652-1241





I Street Cafe SIDNEY, B.C.
lou'll see fast results...up 
U)10 lbs. in 2 weeks...wiihout 
drugs, shots, crash diets, or 
expensive foods to buy.Your 
first individual consultation 
with your own personal coun­
selor is free Call now.
SWon.-Frl. Sat.




_ Service & Inspection
832 Verdler Aye. 8®|bour only 652-2132 j
EQUIPSVSENT RENTALS & SALES
10%
Equlpmem ly /© Off Tuesdays 
6777 Kirkpatrick Cres. Keating Industrial Park 652~39b8
for appointment 
656-950S
after 1 pm phone S9MW2
i9843-2ndSI, Marina Court
Downtown 38S-2146 
I Cotwood 4rfi4811 MeKetule 72t-BSSS.
THHeum UM»23 OnkBay S0fi-181S
«aa479-7787
lea Iwjc
Open Dsily from 11:30-6 p.m. 
for delightful lunches and 




From 6 p.m.-9 p.m.




flowering Cacti, etc. etc.
656-332 5 2036 Bazan Bay Rd.
SUMMER TOYS? 
OF COARSE!
7181W SaaNch Rd. 
Brenlwood Bay, B.C, VOS 1A0
652-1821
GO TO EXPO SPECIAL
RETURN FAIRS
Adult524«° Senlor^ieO® Children 8°«
NOAH’S TRAVEL PLANNERS




Rod Clack may be stepp­
ing down as chairman of 
the North Saanich Advisory 
Planning Commission.
In a letter to council, the 
semi-rciirccl urban planner 
offered to leave his volun­
tary position because he 
now lives in Sidney.
<riack sent his letter last 
Monday nnd has nut yet 
heard a reply from council.
THE BRENTWOOD WOOL SHOP
ANDY’S AUTO
PARTS & ACCESSORIES




SIDNEY Industrial & Automotive
TOOL CO. LTD. ToolsCamping
2527 Bevan Ave. Equipment





OPEN TUESDAY TO SATURDAY 9:30ain - S:30pm 
7174A West Saanich Rd. 6S2-3333
GOT EXPO VISITORS
Pictures for your spare room, unique souvenirs, and gifts, 
local art, cards, prints, & dlsllncltve framing 
THE ^ 7 BROWSERS WELCOME 
yiLLAGE GALLERY
on BoRCon noxt to Dank ol Montronl LTD. osfj.sBaa
TRY OUR
DELICATESSEN SUBS&




Catch them with 
these books...
The professional dif­
ference, full service optical
Contact lenses, proscrip- 
OPTiCAL CO., lion sunglasses, repairs











ISLAN D FU R N ITU R E TA’
pil'N
Ttero
2513 Beacon Ave. 
SIDNEY 656-3724
•WHIHRE TO FIND SALMON by Alec Merriman & Charles 
White pb. »4.95
«THE GILLY, a flyfisher’s guide to B.C. he. 5.95 
•FORAGING ALONG THE PACIFIC COAST by Howorth, 
froo Seafood pb. «14.SO
•HOW TO CATCH SALMON, advanced techniques by 
Charles White pb. ^5.95
•EXPLORING THE SEASHORE IN B.C., WASHINGTON & 










• bags* belts* parts
'SIDNEY TIREaiS'
Complete Tire Sales & Service
B.F. Goodrlch-Mlcholln-Brldgostono
OBI/fiOSlhnwon |.rr crau.sidnsy, n.c, 656-5544
' .vMi mm mmt^ mm mm nmum wmi iMwit mm mm mm mm mm mm vmm
CRAZY TYPO ENTRY FORM














ilFTS Open Every Day 
n am-10 pm
I J I am not« Review subscriber
I
I wish to become a Review Bubticrlbor
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Find an easy route for fun In fhe
By HUGH NASH 
Special to ilie Review
If you go down to the end of the road you’re in for a 
pleasant surprise ~ usually.
Around our shores are many public beach accesses. 
Some of them are public parks and are v/ell known to those 
living both inside and outside our communities.
Others are semi-developed mini-parks and are almost 
unknown, except to people lucky enough to live close by.
Some public routes to the sea shore are completely 
undeveloped and for darn good reasons. Either they are 
close to developed accesses, they end atop steep cliffs or 
they lead to stretches of gooey muck fit only for birds and 
snakes.
In a few cases an adjacent resident has ‘taken over’ the 
public right-of-way and disguised it, in the interest of per­
sonal privacy, as part of his or her property. But the public 
road allowance is there somewhere and when the 
municipality concerned decides to open it up another route 
to the shore will be available to the curious.
The following list of public shoreline accesses is an at­
tempt to get ali of them in one summary. We visited the 
areas mentioned and had a great time discovering other­
wise unknown, to us, parts of our community. We hope 
you do too.
If there are any errors or ommissions, we hope Review 
readers will let us know. Our next printing will then be a 
complete and correct compilation which interested persons 
c^ keep for easy reference when the sun shines and fresh 
air is what the doctor ordered.

















West end of Nimmo Rd. - Couldn’t accurately locate road 
allowance. Probably opposite Harrop Ranch under power- 
line.
Thompson Cove - Muddy path off Senarius winds in and 
beside small strearn to rocky beach.
Senanus Drive - A few parking spots. Wide path to rock 
bluff. No beach. Private property on both sides.
South of Senanus Dr. - Couldn’t find access.
Stelly’s Cross Road - Twenty-three concrete steps down to 
beach. No parking spots.
Babbington Lane - Narrow park leads to cliff walk to bottom 
of Verdier Ave. Bench half way down. A few sets of semi- 
abandoned steps to rocky beach.
Clark Road - From tiny park at end of Clark a path leads 
across Brentwood Drive to small Beach Access sign. Narrow 
path beside ‘creek’ to rock and grass bluff. Down rocks to 
beach.
Devonshire Road - Short gravel road becomes a path. Bench. 
Fifteen wooden steps to beach.
Marchcint Street - Uncleared, brush-covered drop to beach 
between wharf and marina.
Edwyne Street - Wooded strip under power line west of 
church. Side of a hill. No path.
Livesay Road - No access. Private property.
Campion Road - Jumble of bush and trees at end of road 























cliff edge. Long, steepjdangerous drop.
Island View Beach - Pxiblic park. Lots of parking. Miles of 
pebble and sand beach.
Lamont Road - No parking. Winding paths sort of leads 
through underbrush to wet and soggy marsh. Bird watchers 
should be interested.
Ferguson Street - Access at end of cul de sac in Lockside 
Estates development. Strip above water to become municipal 
park.
James Island Road - Government wharf. No parking on 
wharf. Shore a Jumbled rock pile.
Arthur Drive - Only one parking spot at end of narrow lane. 
Cement wall. Tiny bay. Pebble beach.
Arthur Drive - Totally overgrown with brambles. Couldn’t 
find path unless it was along the edge of adjacent field. 
Could be private. Not worth the trouble to pursue.
Newman Road - Road allowance ends at little used path to 
rocky beach between two private boat slips.
Cascade Street - Road allowance ends at mound of gravel. 
































Fentress Road - Road allowance with a creek down its mid­
dle. No path, just bush,
Wnrdle Road - Wide gravel and grtiss area between fence and 
cedar hedge, No path down to beach, just a steet». rickety old 
board witli cross slats beside licarly broken boat slip.
Amity Drive - Short path at end of road allowance to rock 
beach. Grass itrea is where nearby residents burn their prun- 
ings. ■
l.owe Road " Combination sirciinvand bush. No path,, Use 
Ba/an Bay i*ark.
Ba/iin .Bay I'ark - I’icnic benche.s, Chemical toilet, Many 
.routes to tlte beach.
ILa/an Bay Itoad - Belovv sewage ircatntent plant, Short road 
to slippery bank. Doubtful place to visit.
Lockside prive - South side of Rhey Creek delta. Nine 
vrooden steps beside cidvert let beach.
LoclisideDrive - North side of Rhey Creeki Dirt path scram- 
l)le to lot,s of beach. I.ots of parking too,
BlueMemn Rojid - Road ends at while, wood barricade, 
Shot t path on left through grass to beach.
BayfickI Road - Road side parkiiig. Nice pltice to visit but 
wouldn’twant to pienic there.
McMicken Road " Narrovv strip of mowed grass between two 
residences to hramhlecovered vertictil drop to the mnd. 
Marina Way • No path at south end. Grtiss and trees to vvatev 
aiid intid besitle marina.
Marina Way - No path at riorih end eitlier, jiisi a fire 
hydrant. Sertib brush lo edge of water - or mntl.
Tyson Road * North of Randle's I,ane. Unclcfued strip of 
bilsh to mild .shore. No path. No beach to play on.
Riinclle's l.anc - Road allowance is a lutrrow strip of perfect 
lawn bcwccn o.\o,propcriie,s .u right end of cul de sac,






Gullhaven Road - Short path to rocks overlooking north en­
trance to Canoe Bay.
Dolphin Road - Swartz Head end has short path at top of 
turn-around leading to grass and rock lookout. Scramble 
with assistance of cables to tiny beach at low tide. Good place 
from which lo watch submarine races.
Dolphin Road - Down from its middle is the long wharf for 
water taxi to Salt Spring Island.
Neptune Road - No name road off Neptune is an ancient 
path which could do with some clearing out.
Piers Road - Scramble under power lines to derelict log cabin 
40 feet above rock and pebble shore. Steep climb down. 
Ravens Croft Place - Narrow strip, no path, clogged with 
brush.
Shear Water Terrace - Steep path past ‘beach access’ sign 
winds down grassy area to a pebbled cove.
Dawson Way - Access lo shore is a deep ravine with a stream 
in its bottom. Could be a nice woodsy walk if a path was 
cleared.
Kew Road - Couldn’t locate.
No name road allowance - Half way between Kew and 
Seabreeze. Couldn’t locate. Probably where standpipe stands 
but who cares] Other accesses nearby.
Seabreeze Road - Nice path leads from turn-around to 20 
concrete steps and rock shelf shore.
Joansea Road - No path, just a ditch between two homes 
under power lines in from a fire hydrant. Shore is rock and 
seaweed.
West Saanich Road - North end. Root and rock scramble to 
beach from end of paved road allowance. Rock and pebbles 
at low tide.
Kingfisher Road - Standpipe marks the spot but no sign of a 
path.
Seatrout Road- Standpipe but no path.
Duck Road - Unable to locate any path or access on this steep 
strip between iw’o lots.
Loon Road - Uncleared strip between two lots. No path.
Eagle Road - Leave this uncleared strip to the eagles.
Moses Point - Gravel turn-around. Parking. Wood.sy path to 
pebble, sand and rock beach.
Tatlow Road - Road ends at paved turn-around. Short path, 
26 steps down to long beach.
Danton Road - No path, just bush. Trail dearers might now 
have opened it up.
Clayton Road - Road ends at cliff edge. No path to cove. 
Meldram Drive - Short path off,paved road allowance to 
steep cliff. No access to shore.
Madrona wharf - Parking lot. Long wharf to walk on.
Setchel Road - Winding drive to turn-around. Two paths to 
grassy patch above rocks.
Madrona Drive - Couldn’t locate road allowance. Looks to 
be built over by adjacent residents.
Coal Point Lane - Uncleared road allowance. Looks like 
private properly. No path to steep bank.
Cromar Road - Path through bush to steps cut into the earth 
plus five concrete steps built in 1951. Pebble beach borders 
small cove.
Downey Road - Short roatl allowance beside wood-lined 
creek down to beach. Narrow, little-used path is a steep 
.scramble.
Norris Road - Cleared road allowance ends in a briar patch. 
Only Brer Rahhit could get through here,
Towner Rond - Sign marks short paiii beside chain link fence 
to pebble cove.
Warrior Point - Marked private. No patli, Wire fenee attd 
wooden gate block tlic road’s end.






















West Saanich Road - South end. Access across Indian reserve 
where land cleared and picnic tables set up.
Unnamed - Road allowance just south of Union Bay Indian 
Reserve. Parking off W. Saanich Rd. Short hop down to 
beach.
Munro Road - Concrete steps to beach. Park beside road. 
Mills Road - Parking. Paths to beach.
Frizell Road - Frizell is a path, not a road. A wooded path 
from West Saanich Road to Glynnwood Park Road cul de 
sac is a pleasant stroll. Strip of uncleared brush, brambles 
and trees lead to tiny rock beach. No path. Ten-foot jump 
down to beach.
Briarwood Place - Pebbled ‘driveway’ is popular for clam 
diggers, neighbours, beach visitors. Vacant lot to the left but 
park only on the street.
Eventide Road - Wide gravel road. Parking, Short path to 
sand/gravel beach which is wide at low tide. Outfall creates a 
short stream.
No name - Here’s an adventure. Smash through blackberry 
canes; climb over and crawl under fallen trees; tip toe along 
slippery moss-covered rocks; slide down greasy path to beach 
north east of a weathered boathouse. Rope tied to a stump 
helps the more agile down the 15-foot drop to the shore - and 
back up again.
Bayview Road - Easy path through the woods to bank where 
a big Arbutus spreads its limbs over the beach.
Dogwood Drive - Little used path through the woods ends at 
a private driveway. No evidence of public use. Go somewhere 
else.
Whitesail Road - Couldn’t find.
Falkirk Avenue - Fourteen steps and a handrail are at the end 
of a well-used path the entrance to which is beside a power 
pole and a storm drain stream just off Ardmore Drive. 
Bradley Dyne Road- No path found.
Dalkeith Avenue - Promising path becomes little more than a 
confusing game trail leading to a grassy bank and a 15-foot 
drop to the robk shelf shore.
Cromarty Avenue - No path yet but slated to be built as soon 
as extension of Cromarty from Hartfell to the shore is com­
pleted by North Saanich trail clearers.
Braemar Avenue - Gravelled road allowance. Concrete steps 
and handrail help visitors down to sand and pebbles beside 
tiny cove.
Aboyne Avenue - Brush cleared from under hydro lines 
halfway to beach promising easy access - then bush takes 
over and path disappears.
Ardmore Drive - No path. Bash through brush, over fallen 
trees and moss-covered rock to rocky beach. Could be 
cleared for easier access.
No name - No path. No beach access. Just bush, Forget it. 
Ardmore Drive - Short path beside barbed wire fence to 
rocks beside Yarrow Point. Point itself is private property. 
Coles Bay Park - Western acce.s.s to beach is opposite 
Aboync/Ardmore intersection. Steps down logs lead lo 
beach.
Coles Bay Park - Gel lo end of McTavish Road by taking lii- 
verne.ss off Ardmore. Wide, w'cll-worn piilh and eight





parking spots. Seals often play just off shore.
Kleewyck Road - Uncleared. ‘No Parking’ .signs all over the 
place. Culvert and stream but no patli.
Mink Road - Narreov, overgrown shore access wlicrc stream 
runs from end of cul cle sac.
Seacliff Road • Looks like private properly. Built on and 
grassed over. No beach access.
Salmon Road - Road allowance on Nortli and C'eniial 
Saanich border. Completely overgrown. No wav down. 
Forget it.




beach. Park at the turn aiound, not at end lafroad, 
Dnmu-R-vuj M.:,path, JU-.1 Inchwhishcial. „a r.Ak:,., 
Inwood Roatl •• No path. Dense underbrti.sh.
Kirkpatrick Road ■ I rail vhrtnigh woods off gravel rotitl to 
' , bluff, Nt.t beach,, ,'
NgU. bernic Wytid Ro.ui ■ I nut about two-thuds along folhnvs 
hydro lines to blnli overlookintr.south entrance to C.'inoe 
Bay,
I crnic VVv,!,td Road Little path iii north end down to the 
dock, Some putkiuj?.
Kedge Anchor Roatl No heaclt access. Steers, woodctl tlrop 
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128 accesses fo Peninsula beaches
Sidn@y
Captain’s Walk - Narrow pullovers off Lochside for two or 
three cars. Easy beach access.
Frost Avenue - Small pullover. Steps to wide beach at low 
tide.
Tulista Park - On rough windy days let the sea spray wash 
your car. On better days play in the Kinsmen park or scram­
ble over rock wall to pebble beach.
First Avenue - Public park adjacent to Anacortes ferry toll 
booth. Loose rock wall keeps road from becoming part of 
the pebble beach.
Oakville Avenue - Corner of Oakville and Eastview Drive is a 
small grass-covered park. Parking for a few cars. Picnic spot. 
Rock beach.
Bevan Avenue - Parking. Gra.ssy area for picnics. Climb 
down rocks to beach.
Eastview Drive - Road allowance at north end. Parking. Ac­
cess to pebble beach. Boat ramp.
Beacon Avenue - Lots of parking. Picnic table, bench, rock 
scramble to pebble beach at low tide. Walk or drive onto the 
government wharf to buy fresh fish.
Rothsay Road - Dirt road ends on rock ‘bluff’ above stoney 
beach. Slippery concrete ‘path’ into the sea at low tide. Old 
bench partially sawed away by fireplace enthusiasts.
Memory Lane - Start with a stroll along edge of a Iront yard, 
then along eight-foot strip between two fences to rock shore. 
Without its sign, Memory Lane is unlocatable.
Amherst Avenue - Pebble path curves past bench to concrete 
steps down to pebble and sand beach.
Surfside Place - Five-foot-wide walkway between two homes 
leads to concrete platform and steps to rock and pebble 
beach.
Goddard Road - Easy access past big rocks, grass and bench 
to rock/pebble/sand beach and tide pools.
Beaufort Road - Bench sits in centre of patch of green grass. 
Adjacent resident’s rock garden adds a touch of class. Sharp 
10-foot drop protected by chain-link fence. No sensible ac­
cess to beach.
Third Street - One ‘lot’ of grass, a bench, stone steps to sand, 
pebble and shell beach. Six big rocks keep cars off the grass. 
Fifth Street - Paved road dead ends at open rocky beach. 
Some sand. Park along Fifth.
, Amelia Avenue - Entrance to Mermaid Park and Mermaid 
Canal - both narrow. A few swings. Grassy and open. Canal 
ends at two storm drain pipes.
Ardwell Avenue - Boat launching spot but not a concrete 
ramp. Hard packed beach. Bench on grassy area.
Seagrass Road - Walk along edge of lawn to shared public 
and private steps cut into log down to sand and pebble beach. 
Seagrass is grass, not a road. Access would be virtually un- 
findable except for sign.
Bowden Road - Grass area at end of road leads to concrete 
steps and sand, pebble and shell beach on Roberts Bay. 
Bigrock Road - Tiny road about three car lengths long. Path 
between house and garage leads past bench to pebble and 
rock beach.
Allbay Road - North end of Allbay sports a bench, concrete 
waste bin and steps to rocky shore of tiny pebble beach c/w 
■"logs.,
Harbour Road - Bench beside turn-around below The Latch. 
Scramble down to pebble beach (some sand). Access at low 
tide to tip of Thumb Point.
Griffith Road - Town wharf slipped between two marinas. 
Tough to tell where public/private property lines are. No 
beach. No boat ramp.
Tsehum Road - Should be renamed ‘No See Urn Road’. It’s 
.slid between two homes and Island Yacht Sales. Of no cur­
rent public use at all.
All Bay Park - Mud flats, mud and rock shore, paved walk­
ing paths, swings, .swans, grass, benches, .shrubs. No dogs 
allowed.
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25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
103 Autobody Repairs
100 Automotive
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
180 Cards ot Thanks 
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 









142 Furniture for Bent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes
101 Motorcycles
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
.160 Personals 
.144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Rumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate tor Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Recreation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
V 80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys; L 
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs ; ,
185 Weddings ,















Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from '
,9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-.1151.
' NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and' belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and tiicU part only o( 
any sucIV advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borderr., f-ignatnror, or olrnilar 
components wtiich is or are, 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishors Ltd, 
operating vas the Review by 
thrj adveriisor and in­
corporated in said advertlsG- 
'mont shall. remain in and 
brjlonq to tho advertiRor, 
WARNING
Mo nintenal covered under 
’ Ihe copyiighl outlined above 
may be used wilhoul thrj writ- 






Claosifid Rato: 1st insertion -• 
15c a word, minimum charge 
$2.00 2nd anrj subsequent 
irmoriion ■- 10c a word per in­
sertion, minimum chargo 
$1,35 Charge orders ty 
phone ™ adr1 SrfiO per nd 
Box numbrd — $2.00 per ad,
, frAVl.. AL'I’.) j'*'**F
SSJBBCniPTION RATFG: 
Annual
; ; ln local area,,:, ,, ., Sifj
Canada . ............... $25.




















10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm............... Saturday Mass
10:30 am . ............ Sunday Mass





8:15 am... ... . Holy Communion 
10:00 am . . ... ... ..Morning Worship






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am...............Sunday School










7:30pm . ..... Home Study Groups
Further information 
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Tin Ciiltirm mn uMOdMIle
•p|irpui«# irtUnn. You willJ, j||,
Mark 655*0752
656-1151
EXPERIENCED RESTAURANT personnel 
required. 652-0615 after 4:30 p.m. 28
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to tho consumer. Great 
business. Call 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. tf
^ f i














EXPERT PRUNING - TRIAAMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 
Call 656-5382 offer 5 p.rn. tf
NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED?To7
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
^RRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688.tf 
SQS WINDOW CLEANING 
6S6-3317 rf
DEEP COVE AAAN - hauling, clean-ups, 
chainsaw work, fencing, rock-work, 
roofs and gutters, rototilling, 
lawnmowing, brush clearing. Malcolm 
Richords. 656-9312.H 
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, eavetroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652- 
0722, Reasonable rates. 35
HOUSE CLEANING fast~ efficient.
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRT AW AY. 652-0644 com- 
plimentary flowers. 28
HOUSECLEANING,'getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Call OIRTAWAY 652-0644. 29
LAWN CUTTING small hauling, chain 
, sow work. 656-5203. 28
; TREE SERVICE, garden clean-up, odd 
jobs, hauling. 656-8730. 28
MOTHER OF ONE will babysit in my 
home, Ardwell Ave. Prefer full-fime 
but will taka part-time. 656-9779 after 
5:30 p.m.  30
HOME REPAIRS, large or small. Quality 
workmanship. Best price around. Lots 
of local references available. 10 years 
experience. 652-0500. 28
HANDYMAN HOME SERVICES. Interi^
or exterior repairs. Yard maintenance, 
Ige./sm. jobs. REasonoble rates. Call 
John 6S6-00’45. Special rates for 
seniors. 31
EXPERIENCED ReCiIABLE LADYl^ilTd^
housework. Call evenings 652-5687. 28
HAULING, Junk removal, basements, 
attics, Gordon refuse, etc. and garden- 
Ing. 652-5020, tf
CONTRAOORS, homeowners I Avoid 
ihe high cost of ro-rooflng. Coll Dane 
01652-5020,tf 
EXPERIENCED BOAT CARPENTER and 
joiner seeking employment on Saanich 
Peninsula, Coll John VANDERHOR5T 
285-3787, 29
TO OAItYSIT In my honw Mott, lo KrI,, 3 
yr. fl*p®rlonto. 655-1257. 29
DAYCARE ■ iovliu) moihor will bobysit, 
My home. Sidney oreo, Relluble, 656 
124Si»fer Si30 p.m. 29
NOITSMOKING MOTIJEH will bohsH, 
my liornw, WMil'or Ave, 656.9926. 21,1
FABRICARE
aiONTY TO SOOKl; SINCE ly/U




NOW AVIL. AT OAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTWE, 2491 Bevtin, TV sales and »ur. 
yigti. Alto mIcrowHvett. 6S6-I]l6ri, If 
PRESSURE WASHING, prjrcinjs, patios, 
drivoways, R.V's boots, ole, Coll I *in 
lot wstlrnate. 656-4940, 20
friendly foams, dodlccjlod lo tho busy 
home. DIRfAWAY 659-0644 com- 
R!!™!!!]!™ 29
DRArflNG SERVICE, roo&onabio roles, 
656-3435.^ ; . ^ ^ ' '20
SIDNEY TAXIDERMY, now open, pro­
viding quality work for twosonoblo 
rotes. Coll Gooff or Drendo for 
556'9ai06, 30
VACAtToNERS, 2 cobins for rent. Doi­
ly, weakly. Cowichan River., fomlly 
beach and ploy oreo, Tronquil porltllkw 
7 ocriH from $40,00 li ft 11 olso, 1-740- 
7/30,;.......... ;..... ... 34
' SHERWOOD COMMMCIM 
TION and oil oppllonces repolrs Incl. 
commerciol iiHcheo equipment, 
$9S/lir, Fridge or freeror compressor 






liatk on tho porrlnsula lo uerveyou, 
Mf>ir MAKER MAJOR APPl JANCEO
65&-44ia ftvoil 852-2035




Locally owned & operated 
Tues.- FrL 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Bevan Aye. 656-8612 ,
SUPERfOR 
REFRIGERATSON 
Repairs to Ail Makes 
& Models of 














Specializing In watorproofing 





55S Downey Rd., R.R. 1, Sidney
65M1S9
656-3226
SgLECnVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition makes this tho time fo 
market your timber. Yes, wo replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimote phone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) tf
BACKHOE
’ Stumps* Sewer Storm Drains 








“Quality work Built to Last” 





Concept to Completion 






25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewirlr>g, Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections












20 years experience. Additions, 
Renovating, Framing to Finishing; 











CLEAN-UPS. TREE SERVICES, 
GRASS CUTS. LANDSCAPING, HAUL­
ING.
656-8730
BESLEY CONTRACTING foundations, 
















''worry-free garden maintenance ’ ’
AIN TREE
IRRIGATION & LANDSCAPING
MAKE RAIN WHILE 
THE SUN SHINES
656-5871 479-0426
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
FREE
ADS
Any single item selling for $15. or less can be olaced 
In Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
on© week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS.
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for........ weeks under the .................., ......
. . Classification. I enclose _ __ ______ ______ _______
Name.......,........,, Address..«,,.,,,,,,,,,,,, Phone.
OR PHONE 656-1151-ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
Sorry no phone In FREE ADS accepted.
ii
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If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
Unscramble the seven words below in the boxes on the right. All 
seven words are linked to the same theme — take the letters 
that appear in the bold boxes to find the seven letter theme
ISSBEinaDDD 
0 H [3 0 s [ip □ □ □ □ □ 
BElBEBEpaDDDDD0000 0Q] [£□□□□□□□




Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday vyill win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If fhe winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





• • LICENSED KECHANICS 
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
® • TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION
_ 'TIRES-BAHERIES
• • SECURITY MUFFLER
I a • PROPANE CONVERSIONS
' • PROPANE SALES
• •TOFTSERVICECALL"
« 653*2921 or
0420 Conoro, Sklnay .
• ' CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNE^










35 YEARS EXPERIENCE 
ON ALL EUROPEAN CARS
LOW LOW RATES
655-1151
11024C McDonald Park Rd. 
SIDNEY
COLEAAAN 1980 hardtop font trialer. 
Sleeps six. Hydro/wofer, hook-up. 
Propone stove, excellent condition, 
$2,600.652-0529. 28
GREGG'S CUSTOM MADE SOFA, 
ferson $250,478-1100.
GOOD USED white Sportyok. 652-1050. 
_________________________________ 30
FW SALE - completely reconditioned 
20 HP Johnson ond 9.0 Evinrude, 12 ft. 




1976 MONARCH GHIA. whito. red 
leather upholster, 302 outomotic, p.s., 
p.b., a delight to drive, will con-sider 
trades on a Ford V- ton. 474-1649 even­
ings and weekends. tf
77CHEV. IMP ALA WAGON, automatic, 
small V8, excellent mechanical shape, 
towing equipped, great family cor, 
$1,750. obo. 656-6364.^
DATSUN 1972, new paint, $1,200 obo. 
656-2893.28 
'75 F150 XLT, very clean, near new 
ailseoson rodiols ond brakes, new 
hoses and tune-up, $1,995. 2205 Ocean 
Ave. 656-8732. 28
'70 AUSTIN 1100, good running condi- 
tion,$500 obo. 652-1494.W 
BRITISH EUROPEAN MOTORS opening 
July 14th at 11024C McDonald Pork Rd. 
Specializing in service, ports and 
repairs on Volvo. MG, Triumph and 
Austin plus all European makes. For 
pick up and delivery coll 655-1151. 23
82 HONDA PRELUDE, excellent shape, 
one owner, extras. 70,000 miles, 
$8,000 firm. 652-4790.^
'69 GMC half ton. economical six 
cylinder, floor shift, offers on $700. 
656-5203 . 28
FOR SALE: Suzuki G-S 550L, low 
mileage, excellent shape, $1,200. 652- 
9415.W 
AS NEW, Hercules Mo-ped, 500 
original miles, helmet and coryoll box 




The Inglenook Book Store, 
Sidney, B.C., announces 
its immediate retirement 
-and' thanks its many 
customers.
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
troil rides. 1 hr. to oil day and eveti- 
ings. Lessons and overnight compouts. 
Rockhoven Ranch. 478-3023.________ tf
0{-
_ 28
DRAPES, Admiral FF Tridge, 24' 
choinlink fencing, antique higliboy 
dresser, ontique lounge, SS sink, loun- 
dry tubs, wrought iron fencing. 656-
0389._____________________________29
SPANISH FIRESCREEN, gloss 
firescreen, easy choir, block vinyl 
chesterfield, kitchen table, chester­
field and loveseot, tent, coffee and 
end tables. 656j^M9^_______ 29
AKAI STEREO CASSETTE tope deck, 
$100; Ponosonic micro-cassette, $65; 
Garrard auto, turntable, $45; AM-FM 
cor radio with speaker. $50; Osterizer 
blender, $25; Gerry mountoin tent. 2- 
mon, $85; Tamron 300 mm telephonto 
lens, $75; beige shog rug, 6x10 ft., 
wool/nylon and underlay, $50; motor- 
cycle helmet, $25. 652-9339,28
CHILDRENS SWING SET, $95; girls bike, 
$35; children's cor seat (Strollee), $20: 
round table with 4 chairs, $150; dork 
wood crib with mattress, $106. 652-
6283eenin9s. ______  28
PATIO SET, toble. 4 chairs and um­
brella. $40. 5 whitewall GR78-15 tires, 
no breoks, $12 takas the lot. 656-3885.
______________ _ 28
ELECrRiC’oSTER Touch-o-motic con
opener, white, has knife sharpener,
$10.656-1640._______ 28
SUNBEAM ELECTRIC lownmower with 
catcher. $75. 656-3753.2^
RADIAL ARM SAW. new motor, $3;M: 
utility trailer, $250; droughting table, 
oak, $45; heavy duty wheel barrow. 
$45; hedge trimmer, $40; matching tub 
choirs. $120 the pair. 656-2893, 28
HELPI Household items in storage, 
must sell! For more information 656- 
5849 after 5:30 p.m._____ 29
Phone.
Please check one: 
n I am a Review paid subscriber, 
n I am not a Review subscriber.
[U I wish to become a Review paid subscrih'"’''
’ Please drop your entry off at
BOO!
^irrs
June 25 winner of a $10 gift 
certificate was K. Browne 
of Sidney.Correct answer: 
Good Bye Norma Jean.
Ctorner ot 
4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
dasslflsds





25 words for $119 wili reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in B.C. and the Yukon.
s65 . ______ AUTOMOTIVE
LECOTEAU Farms







•And much more 
Family Owned and Opera led
304 Walton Place
(off Oldfield Road), and 
Corner of Oldfield 
and Bearhill Rd.
























• We load pickups A trailers 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 









COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
painting, brush and roll. Our prices 
will please you, Coll for free estimate 
ony time. 478-80.30. tf
PAINTING, interior, exterior. Residen­
tial, commercial, experienced profes­
sional qualify workmanship 
guoronteod, Days, nights, weekends, 
$9,00 per hour or contract. Free 
estimates. We thank those vyho hove 
waited ihoir turn. Plonso phone 656' 
7087. 29
E X P E R IE N C E 5 i n f ^ 'r | ©' r AND 
EXTERIOR pointer. For free oslimalos 
phono Tom 656-7951.
EXPe’rTeNCED... INTER'rOR/EXfERiOR
pointers. W.W. Property Maintenonco 







Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Call R.C. Bell collect at 
525-3481 or toll-free at 1- 
800-242-7757. DL 5674.
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your specs! 
Lease / buy car / truck-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-imports, Call 
Bob Robinson Toll-free 1- 
800-242-4416, DL 7836.
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase vyitli or without op­
tion, your choice. Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 
4111. West Vancouver. D.L. 
5534.
Ford Diesel and Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD. DL5231. 
Mitsubishi Diesel - cut that 
fuel bill In half and travel 
twice as far. Will repower 
pickups, tow trucks, cam­
pers & motorhomes, Recon­
dition or used engines from 
$1795. with overdrive trans­
mission. Simpson Power 
Products, 110 Woolrldae 
St., Coquitlam, B.C. V3K 
5V4, 1-520-3811.
Dams Ford Trucks. Six 
blocks West of Guildford on 
104lh Ave., Surrey. 588- 
9921. Out of town 1-800- 
242-DAMS. 
Lower Monthly Payments. 
Through Drive-Boc Plan. 
100'8 of Ford trucks and 
cars. Phono for speedy cre­
dit approval. Collect 1-294- 
4411, Ask directly (or Drlvo- 
Bac Department,_________
Hwy. iractor with contract. 
Try $8,000. down steady 
employment. We have full 
line ol Ford Trucks. Pur­
chase, lru(' . lease. Call 
Bob Lor •>’ f 4R.S.0271 toll 
free Ft / aL5231.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE MISC. HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE
A,J. TRACTOR SERVICE. ioiovotirH:i and 
lown prop,, small linctoi witli Iriodof 
rolovnior nnd hat:l<lion 656 ‘>5.14, if 
VilACK r6ps6tir$2 'M hog, 11)90 
McTaviitli Rond. 31
WANTED.' vvoukly inwti molntonrn'ca 
confrncls, New lawnn or to.novatp your 
ofd ono. Ronsonobfn and rtillnhle. b'j7-
3667, ■■ ■ .. ^28
S/tAALLlRACIOR 5ERVfCES.;Rokiiy till. 
Ing, gtcisis and hoy r.ulling, iiidrift mov­
ing, landscaping ond minoi nxtovi'n 
tlons. Croo noHmalos, Call Jnlx) nl 656
0003 aflor 6 p.in..... _ 20
CUSTOM ROTOVAIING, smnll traclnr. 
Keith 656.274'J, . '29
WHY SWEEP? Hovo your povnd tsui lnc n 
vocuumiiid, toniiK com Is, ilriviiwuyrn 
parking lolit. Stove 652-2712 av»««. 28
MUSHRCXIM MANURE nxcolionl 
organic pfoni food nnd miilth, Wood 
(roe, non-hutning, avoilohio In hogti or 
hulk. Coil now lo ronorvo yourti. 652-
asci. : 'W
REIIAnLir PROMPT SERVICE, 
roatontthfo rntoti, ($10'$I5) Call
Amandnv, 6.56 13*16.  '79
EXPERIENCED OAPDENERS. W.W. I'm- 
’ potIV Malnlonnnt n tini vlrfr«. See nur 
ad uiuJei work wonlnd
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING & HEATING
New Cons I me'ion nndRopmm




REI.IARLE TYPING SERVICE experlonr- 
ed help for all kindfi ol typliHT Cell
Holen 6ft6-4915,'■ ' ..........■ ■.. ....tf
TYPING, v^nrd procoa'Slng''tf,((i»c prini 
qmdily. Ronnonnhie rnleri. large r>r 
tmoll proincU. 656-7(117, 28
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES, Dmdne« 
or tiludenl. Rensonnhio rntos, Pat, 652- 
04'/6, 42
Woodworking Buslnoas and 
GIflwaro product lino. Un­
der $100,000, Includes block 
iHiiltlIno, V* acre Industrial 
pork, machinery, accountm, 
ole. Inventory extra. Box 
1962, Salmon Arm, B.C.
VOEL 2T0, 832-4706; . .. ..__
Dapni'lmont 
Store, Comploto renge mer­
chandise. Optional methods 
ol purchaso/loose, Stream­
line to suit or soparalo. 
7,800 sq.M. retail, four bed­
room opnrtrnoni, house, 
$350,000. plus atock/oqulp- 
monl. Willard, Cnscode
BqnLty.,.(604)7Bflr.?2!?.B'____ _
Make "mbnoy ii .home. No 
phono, equipment, oxpor- 
lonco or Inventory needed, 
Send 34c stomp for exciting 
doiollB. Molama, 116 Scars
Our growing company needs 
franchises to further dev­
elop our new concept for the 
Hotel/Motel Industry. Not 
labour Intensive, minimal 
experience required; quick 
return on Investment of 
$49,900; immediate oppor­
tunity to increase earnings. 
Call 681-6106.
The Sunshine Coast Needs 
Youl Bakery, fish market, 
video rental or other service 
related business. Cedars 
Shopping Mall, Gibsons, 
B.C. Will assist In set-up of 
store, advertising and up to 
six months free rent. Call 
Randy Thompson, 736-2^31, 
Res. 931-5330. United Real- 
ty Ltd.
EDUCATIONAL
Fraser Valley College offers 
a two year Agriculture 
Technology Program In Ag­
riculture Production Tech­
nology, with diplomas in 
agri-production ond agri­
management. Begins Sep­
tember 1986. Register now. 
For further Information 
phone (Chilliwack) 792-0025, 
local 288.
Psychiatric Nursing. A de­
manding career for people 
who care. Openings avail­
able for September 1986 
Intake of this two year prog­
ram. Applications must be 
submitted Immediately. 
Contact Nursing Office at 
520-5462 (collect) for Infor­
mation regarding applica­
tion procedures, required 
supporting documentation. 
Douglas College, located In 
New Westminster Is one
block from SkyTraln._____
Shoot your home video llko 
a pro I Learn how by send­
ing for free Information 
from Incentive Books, 703- 
1876 Robson Street, Van- 
couver. B.C. VOQ 1E5.
We are accepting enroll- 
moni applications now for 
September 2nd courses In 
Cosmetology and Electroly­
sis. Student loan Informa­
tion avallablo. Carolyn's 
Schools, 1610 Morey Road,
Montreal Military Surplus:
Workshirts $2.75, workpants 
$3.50, workboots $15. For 
catalog, send $2. (reimburs­
ed first order): Military Sur­
plus, Box 243, St. Timothee, 
Quebec. JOS 1X0.
Save over 50% on perfume!
Scentsations offers mail or­
der. For price list, send 
name and address to:Scent- 
satlons, Box 2450, West Ed- 
monton Mali, TST 4M2.
IBM PC/XT Comp. Two 
year warranty. 256K, High- 
Resolution Monitor. Graph­
ics, Word Processing, D- 
Baaa, Spreadsheet software 
Included, $1,588. (Includes 
same day shipping). Limited 
offer (604)986-7680.
Construction Camp three
Bunk Houses, 126 men In 
single rooms, eight units 
per bunkhouse each 10x54 
ft. seven sleepers, one wash 
car, laundry facilities In 
each. One Kitchen Facility 
service for 200 men. Seven 
units each 10x52 ft. Two 
storage lockers each 10x20 
ft. One walk In cooler/ 
freezer, one office 8x16 ft. 
One Recreation Hall, throe 
units each 10x52 ft. Pool 
tables, shuffleboard, etc. Ali 
complete to meet B.C. camp 
standards. As Is where Is 
basis. Contact Alcan Smel­
ters & Chemicals Ltd,, Box 
1800, Kltlrnat, B.C. V8C 
2H2, W.A. Fowle, Phono 
(604)639-8554. 
Lighllng Fixtures: Western 
Canada^D largest display, 
Wholesale and retail. Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre, 4600 
East Hastings Street, Bur- 
rraby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone 
1-299-0666,
Malibu 18 "BR, Evinrude
•MOTNT, trailer $11,995. 
aayllnor 19 BH Capri, 131 
sterndrivo, trailer $18,495. 
Tremendous selection now/ 
used, Trades welooipo. 
Dockside Marino, 1892B 
Spall, Kelowna. (604)860- 
3600
Staff Physiotherapist (s): 
Two professionally motivat­
ed Physiotherapists required 
for our modern, well equip­
ped physiotherapy depart­
ment. Rainy River Valley 
Health Care Facilities, Inc. 
is a progressive three hospi­
tal complex located In Ont­
ario's Beautiful Sunset 
Country along the Canada/ 
U.S. Border which affords 
rewarding career and life­
style opportunities. Salary 
begins at $30,000/yr. (Ba­
sic) plus recognition for ex­
perience, plus possible 
$10,000 grant, plus compre­
hensive benefit package. 
Forward Applications In. 
confidence to: Director of 
Personnel, 110 Victoria Ave­
nue, Fort Frances, Ontario, 
P9A 2B7. (807)274-3261.
Salesperson wanted Immed­
iately for progressive Toyota 
dealership In Campbell Riv­
er, Commission plus excel­
lent benefits. Must bo self- 
motivated, neat and able to 
deal with tho public. Exper­
ience not necessary. Ploaso 
send resume to Lome Mar­
shall, C/0 Box 145, C.R. 
Mirror, Box 459, Campbell 
River, B.C. VOW SCI.
Do you love children? This
is your opportunity to repre­
sent our superb lino of top 
quality educational books 
and games through homo 
party plan. Discover how 
easy It Is to earn through 
Child's Ploy. Lower Main­
land 461-8231. B.C, Interior 
828-2789. Vancouver Island 
338-7645. Write: 55, Box 
27, RR»1. Port Moody. V3H
3C0. ______________
Neodlocrafleral Excellent in­
come potential teaching and 
selling needlecrofts lor Pan­
da Stitchcraft. Representa­
tives especially neoclpd m 
rural communities. Write 
Panda Stitchcraft, Station 
"13", Box 1654, Regina,
Sask. 54 P 3C4._______ ___ _
NOTICiS ___ "■ ' ^ "
22 acres, Fraser Valley, ap­
proved subdivision 87 lots, 
75 miles to Vancouver, six 
miles — Harrison, engineer­
ing completed, serviced. 
Partnership considered. Box 
900. Chilliwack Prog^ress, 
45860 Spadina Ave. Chllli- 
wack, B.C. V2P 6H9.
No down payment. Luxury 
three' bedroom river view 
homes located in Maple 
Ridge, most with large lots 
in crescent locations. Why 
rent? From $800. per 
month. Cali A! 680-7618, 24 
hour pager.
SERVICES
Suffering an ICBC Personal 
Injury Claim? Carey Linde, 
Lawyer, 14 years, 1650 Dur- 
anleau, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6K 3S4. Phone 0-684-7798 
for Free How To Informa­
tion: ICBC Claims and A- 
wards. "if you have a 
phone you've got a lawyer"
Major personal injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, Law­
yer experienced in litigation 
since 1968. Call collect 0- 
736-8261. Free initial con­
sultation. Contingency fees 
available, 1632 West 7th, 
Vancouver.
Lawyer-designed Divorce 
Kit for uncontastod divorces 
under the New Divorce Act, 
$69. Mall order to Down­
town Law Clinic, 519 - 925 
West Georgia St,, Vancou-





________ _ ________ _ _____ Mid summer form machln*
OARDENIRo. __ ______ ery sale Friday July 4. Rlm-
lO'TlO'-Qroenhouso $i49. iemaao
IfWXlW Mftinl Efalldfl $175. n***^wS»




OERAlDINE (PUGH) MCLEAN, ll Muf.., 
A.R.Cil,, Uh now ai:f.«|iMm! tilmloimi fa( 
*hi> frill liirm, In both Siiiiikf oiul Irndl- 
tlonal plana mnlbodt. fxpoiM'mrad 
wllH J ond up, f rto fmi ’»
hr, ■ , ' - . 79
656-
■ lauisTs ■'
• Miiinv«((ti» • Pinn«t*r • Toro 
• IlhinildlwK * Jnrobion » Ptrlnor 
r,JPI<iN MOI'l, TO riAT. 
MolJoriitltt Mark n«a*l
ri a n . "x T •
:88::':::TREE:;SERicii
HOiVEii TRET' SEKVICC. qwnorol follinpi. 
toriplnq, ifonijorrivi* iron romavnl, f uT 
ly in»w(od, Wo II go aul <3n « limb lor 
ymr 26
Free; 1986 guide lo study-at- 
homo corroapondonco Dip­
loma courses for prontlgioua 




Secrolory, Psychology, Tra- 
vot. Qranlon, (1A) 1055
West Goorgla 8lrool f/2002, 
vrnneouver .1 -800-266-1121.
Auction School, 14th year, 
1,200 Qracluales. Coursos 
April, August and Decem­
ber, Write Weslorn Canada 
School of Auctloneeilrtg, 
Box 607, Lncombo, Alhorlu,
...................................... .... TOC 1S0. (403)702-6215
d,ile, Unit 1000, Don Mills, evenings (403)340-7916.
......— ------ Dynamic Future: Makeup
Earn 15% per year In U,S, Artist, Esthetlclan, August 
dcillBrs-Quarantoedl - By Enrollment. Free Brochure, 
way ol loiiftlng Marine Car­
go Containers, Rental In- 
con'ro-llve pay $2,212. per 
year, 10 pay $4,428, per 
vr>fir.28 nav $11,062. per 
year. Length ol lease In up 
to 15 years (live year tncre- 
menlii) , Minimum Invest' 
ment 12,980, All above in*
U,5. dollars, Ask atmut our
tiUnlftl i-ipplW-lf-IlD!-, ..prog
ram. Call 273-1110, Write:
Pacitit, Him Container Sales 
ltd., *100 - 10651 Shall*
,bfl(lQ0 Way, Richmond,
iJ.C. vox. 2W0. .TuIua O^i
________
Qolna concern. Fully-equIP' 
perl welght-llftino gym In 
I'eniral intorlor. Growing 
memborship. (axcullonl bK,a- 
tion. Reasonably priced,
Phono 1-092-9311 t»r write 
Champ's Gym, 691 . Johr';
Blon Ave., Ouesnel V3J 
3Mfl, "
lOOOW Metal Halide $176, 
Plufi 10,000 gardening pro­
ducts, Great prices. Bend 
$2. (or Inlo-paok. Weslorn 
Wnlor Formo, 1,244 Swmour 




Toys now seeking Iridepan* 
dent toy consultants for 
busy year-end. Earn extra 
Income, service communlly 
(amlllos by marketing qual­
ity toys and gumos through 
educational demonslrallpns 
and cttlaloguo sales. Des­
cribe career bockground to 
receive Informallon pock- 
«go, KIndorparty Toys 1^558 
Wont 6lh, Vancouver, B.C.
V6J 1R2 (604 )734.2264.___
pToq uTrod im mod lately -• 
Quollflod Technician. Mlnl-
Yvon Bourgeois Inlernatlon- ®foitI p”fT>-
al Academy of Esthetics nndBeauty Design, 625 Oran- Jilo-rwi rS-
vllle Slroot, Vancouver, •!??.
0, C!, y6Z 1 k6 , 6en;p5i 3_
EOUIPMENT a
MACHINERV______ ■
ShooV’ iwiial. Equipmoni. 
For small shop, Sold as 
comploto peckego or buy 
business, shop, and house 
In n.C.'s faslest grovring 
communlly. Whistler, 13.Cf, 
Phone 1-932-fj632. „ „
' rm &'aIl: miscT'"
f f iiF” Gee lef • Wan I odir" 3o i I 
from your business or 
home. Lowest prices, Froo 
wholesale price list; Com- 
boar. Lonaiprlng. Coil- 
spring, Stoploss. Freight 
prepnrd. Bell Traps, Unit 
5-6, 242'2 DuiWln, Mlsils- 
lauga, Ont, WL MO 1-416
selection or haying, llllope 
and harvest equipment. For 
further Informallon phono 
Allen Olson (403)043-6074 
or sale sito (403)843-2747.
pIrsonal
Daioit Qaiore. ToT'ail ages 
and unntinchcd. Thousands 
of members anxious lo rVioei 
you. Prostlgo Acqunlnlan- 
ces. Call, Toll Free 1-800- 
263-6673. Hours: 6a,m. to 
7p.m. _______________ ;
Singles Lino. Singles lolo- 
phone club for unottachod 
adults of ell egos and areas. 
A safe & onjoynblo wny to 
moot others, Lodlos roglstor 
froOj^Catl 1-681-6052i.^ __
nlAffeWAfi"'"'
DesporaTo - rnust soil. Co^m- 
morclal building A i VSi 
acres land C/W Ivro oldor 
homos. Revonue 2,000 
month, Soiling price 
$120,000. Coniact Lloyd 
(604)428-5102, Richard (604) 
428-Q071. Creston, 0,C,
Gnd liquidation by” bid. 
North Okanagan and south- 
ofVsod aulomotlvo mechanic# Jiyh'r*' B C. Four acres to 
fcr Vftn'muvsr am* Prefer- ,320 acres. For Informatlfin 
ence will be given to gener- phone Thorne Hidden, Vor-
0.1 mechanics with eiignment ...
experience. Call (604)421- Mountnlfislda tk RlvorslrJe, 
9300 for application and do* 80 acres al Avola, B.C, 
Mile.. ................
bflf) Service Manager, Lake 
Clly Fofdland, 715 OHvor 
81., Williams LaMi, 0.0.
V2G 1M9. ........ , :....... ,.. ■..
Cianadian tiro requires lie
When In Vancouver, Burna­
by, Richmond "The Most 
Boautllul Breakfast In Tho 
World" Is a mustlll Hugo 
Dutch Pancakes, Only at 
Dutch Pannokook Houses. 
Seven locations. 
Expo accommodation, brand 
now tvro and three bodroom 
(ourplox In Surrey, only Ion 
minutes to SkyTroln, Fan­
tastic rates. Two, lour, or 
six people, 1-5ai-2074.
Auslralln/Now Zealand tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
froo lo ANZA Travel the 
Down Under exports. Low­
est fares, best planned trip. 
Toll-free In 13,(3, 1-800-972. 
6928 or 734-7725. ;
PICMdllly Hotel, 620 W. Pen- 
dor, Voncouver, B.C. Quiet 
Clean Comfortoblo Budget . 
Accommodation, Europonn 
Charm situated in the sha- 
dowB of two giant shopping 
complexes, Sears Tower A 
. Pacific Coniro. Roservatlons 
1-669-1K56. ___ _____ :
“Summer Camp" •• Roglstor 
now. Three exciting prog­
rams • Horses, Molorcyclos, 
Soli boarding & mudi moro 
- Call Circle "J" Ranch 
701-5545. 100 Milo Houso, 
B.C, "Free Transportation 
from most malor ctlles."
"Froo Transporlalion" from 
most major cities In B.C. 
Roglsler now for summer 
camp, • Horses, motorcyc­
les, sailboards. "Much 
Moro". Gall Circle 
Ranch '791-5545, 10O Milo 
Houso 0,C ___
The North Shore News Is 
seeking »n experienced 
cIsssKled typeseltor, Prefer- 
©tie* given lo uppUcnnts 
with kaewlftdgo of Compd- 
graphlc, VDTs, and paste- 
up of galiayi. fMaiw* for- 
ward resumes to: 1139 
Lonsdale Avenue, North 
Vancouver. B.C. V7M
Wilterfall V!, mile fbomjV 
son River vfronlage. Phono 
(403)673-6l67, or write ff782 
Bigelow CrMcerd, Yellow- 
knife, M W T XIA 273 
4b nems/Towering
Pines, lolly peaks, speciacu- 
tar views, good access, sup­
erb Invastmeni, exceilenl 
rocreallon, srrcludnd, terms.
UNBQUE
The only wsv In mirch mom than 
OOO.CkXl homes ihroughoul BC 
' ^ tho Yukon with one phone c.ili 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only o few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phono 478- 
0515 tf
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered gloss, 
new and used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
clearout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pone windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 4th St., 
Sidney, 656-6656. Visa, Mastercard, tf
CHANGE TABLE, snugli, Gondron 
buggy, clothes, 0-12 mon. 656-0667. 28 
BABY CRIB, reuglor size, $40: BSW T.V. 
set, good working order, $30; 2 small 
desk lamsp, $10 o poir. 656-3291. 28
ELECTRIC KILN and potters wheel, 
ceramic moulds, glazes, pottery and 
ceramic tools. Bird cage, half oak bar­
rels, plant pots, and canning jars. 
Phone 656-0595. 28
HONEYMON TIME at Jus' Kidding. 
Closed from noon July 9 til July 21. Re­
open July 22. 9:00 o.m. See you then. 
9788A 2nd St. 656-7313. 28
COLDSPOT SxS refrigeralor/freezer, 
coppertone, $300. evenings 652-1684.
28
SINGLE WHITE AND GOLD headboard, 
$15; single Beoutyrest box spring ond 
mattress, $125; two white plywood 
vanities, $15 each; brick lines all steel 
airtight heoer, used 3 mon., $300; 40 
sq. ft. stick down tile, $20; boys desk, 
$12,656-9953. 28
WATER SKIS, $45., ottoman $50., 
footstool $12., chaise lounge $245., 
like new. Phone 656-7716. 28
■ KITCHEN CABINET and vonity kits for 
^ do-it-yourself in 6 high quality models. 
. Low factory direct pricing, saves you 
money at Alin Browne Cabinets. 560 
> Alpha St. 385-3535. 29
V ROLLEIFLEX 214 square camera. Built- 
■ ^ in light meter. Just serviced, $425. 656- 
' 4956. 28
" C.C.AA. 3 SPD. TANDEM bicycle, $200:
10 spd. bicycle, $50; childs 5 spd., $40;
* Raleigh 5 spd., touring bicycle, $100;
„ T.V. antenna with rotor, quality, $125; ■ 
8’ O'Brien dinghy, blue plastic, $50; 
C.B. radio base station with antenna,
» $100; 10 ib. propane tank, $10. 656- 
■ 6644. 28
BABY COCKATIELS, $30. Call after 4 
p.m. 656-5466. 29
PANDORA'S CLOSET MINI-SALE begins 
July 10. exceiletn values, T-shirts, 
shorts, pants, skirts. Out-of-season 
specials. Many natural fibres. 9783 - 
3rd St. 656-6421. 30
TWO KITCHEN CHAIRS, $12 each; 
■ Hoover vacuurri, $40; sewing machine, 
[$35; garden tiller, $65; garden 
sprayer, $10: high choir, $12. 656-7670.
29
TWO FINE FOLDING BEDS, one man's 
‘ Dutch bicycle, art supplies, ceramic 
glazes. 656-4972. 28
; AUTOAAATIC WASHER and dryer, good 
condition, workinq order. $150. 656- 
■1216. ' 23
QUALITY CUSTOM AAADE Swiss boucie 
curtains, 84x48L, washable in as new 
condition, suitable for bedroom, 656- 
:2848. Asking $40. 28
LADIES NATURALIZER as new dress 
shoes. 6'/2 narrow, $10. 656-2848. 28
SUNBEAM ELECTRIC frypan, dome lid, 
very good condition, $8. 656-2848. 28
DOUBLE SIZE FITTED SHEET and mat­
ching pillow case, white. $5 set. 656- 
2848. 28
ARBORITE TABLE and six chairs for $60; 
portapotty, never used, $45; ten speed 
bike, $45. 656-3798, 28
10 SPEED, cabinet stereo, tent, misc. 
656-1324. 28
DREXEL bedroom pieces. All wood. Off 
white, with pecan tops. Triple dresser, 
mirror, chest, night stands. 652-9513.
28
LOTS OF PRE-OWNED FURNITURE, ap­
pliances, TV's, stereo and thousands of 
items for the home, shop or yard. We 
Buy, Sell, Trade and Swop almost 
anything. 7 Days a week at Vic & Toni's 
Buy aSayo. 656-7612. 28
BY OWNER: '73 Cadillac Eldorado con- 
vvtrtoblo and '74 Lincoln Continental 
Mark IV. Both cars offered are in good 
conditon. See them at 9818 4th St., 
Sidney. 28
. LET US INSTALL mirrors lo your bifold 
doors, at discount prices. 656-6656 
yiso, Mostercard accepted. If
;' 'eLECTROHOmFoRGAN,
master and Leslie $1000 O.B.O., Vik- 
' • Ing console stereo $150., O.B.O, both 
- In oxcollenl condition. 656-6210. 20
• KITCHEN CABINET customo marie 
doors from only $r2,99 ea, Foctory 
'-direct saves you money cit Allan 
Browne Cabinets, 560 Alpho St., 305- 
‘,3535. 29
KFATING SECOND HAND, now ond us­
ed household lornlihlngs, Wo lovo 
eonsignmonls, 2145 Kooling Cross Rd, 
across from Co-Op Shopping Centro, 
'652-6226, 29
HAND CARVED Fronclv Provlnclol 
< l.ovoseaf in rod volvcrf; blue-'grey 
, yolvol sofo by Sklar Peppier, Donf- 
! ' Wood volouf rocker, off while spio 
• ‘ with coll springs; oil Hems llk« new, 
trade-ins welcoiTied at Buy 8 Save, 
9010 4th .St„ Sidney. 656-7612, 20
ANTIQUE 2 TONE walnut buffol with
' 2 SKYLIGHTS 2'x4', porloble lollot {like 
now), (roozor boskets, croon car mol 
'(fiont), (till ttlio wooden bod fro mo, 
Vi" electric drill, high poworod nlr riflo 




•Wo are aeokirtg Fine Arl, Anil- 
gue«, nnd CcilloRlItilea.
•To Bell your Items to the highest 






2535 OAKVILLE OFF 1ST ST., SIDNEY. 
Dishes, pillows, clothes, blankets, 
aphgans, tools, bod, garden furniture, 
hanging baskets, dinghy, much more. 
July 11, 12 and 13. (Fri., Sat., and Sun.)
28
DEAN PARK GARAGE SALE, Sat., July 
12, 10-3 p.m. Toys, tires, baby items, 
furniture, books, garden tools, plus 
much more, 8891 Haro Park Terr. 28
GARAGE SALE for early birds Friday, 
July 11th - 3 until 8 p.m. and Saturday 
10 - 2. 1785 Forest Park Dr., Dean Park 
Estates. 28
SAT., JULY 12, 10 a.m. Men's and 
women's clothes, ties, household 
goods, linens, books, magazines, 
miscellaneous. 1354 McTavish. No ear­
lybirds. 28
GARAGE SALE, Saturday 12th of July, 
9-3, baby wolker, mattress, swing, 
electric mower, garden tools, lots 
wool and wine glasses, lamps, fire 
iron set, knick knacks, much more. 
Good prices, 10033 Siddoll Rd., Sidney.
28
GARAGE SALE, 8585 Lochside Dr. 10-4 
p.m. 28
GARAGE SALE; 2126 Beacon Ave. Air­
port side. Everything but fhe kitchen 
sink. 28
FAMILY GARAGE sale, Sun., July 13, 








Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD. 
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
65B-5235
------------------------------J
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD maple, 
douglas fir, arbutus, alder 128 cu. ft. 
cords serving the Saanich Peninsula 
652-6063. tf
FIREWOOD, oil kinds, cut to order. 
Cedar posts and rails. Evenings phone 
656-4213. 30
WANTED GOOD HOME for 2 yr. old 
mole TerriPoo, $50.00. 656-0389. 28
ARAB '/4 HORSE MARE, 4 yrs. old, 
chestnut with white blaze, 14.1 H.H.. 
very quiet. Trained western. $1,500. 1- 
746-5094. tf
REG. 3 YR. OLD 15/16 ARABIAN FILLY, 
sire Sir Port Bask, black bay with white 
blaze, started western, beautiful ac- 
tion, make an offer, 1-746-5094. tf
nEG. 9 YR. OLD APPY GELDING, dark 
brown with blanket, 14.2 H.H., super 
games horse, quolifled for Summer 
Games, won 1 gold medal, also good 
riding horse, $1,500. 1-746-5094. ‘ tf
FOR SALE; English saddio, $250; 
English bridio, $140; both very good 
condition. Phone 656-0595. 28
DRY FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdusT for
sale. Also good for gordons. 656-5671.
31
CKC REGISTERED BLACK LABRADOR 
RETRIEVOR PUPPIES, dew claws 
rornovod, tatoood, shots, OFA, males 
and fomalos, $250, 479-6455, tf
REGISTERED BLUE MERLE SHELTIE, 
male, 1 Vi yrs, old. Excollont lompor- 
rnont, bloodllnos. 474-3970, 28
PUREBRE'd 'SliwESE kinENS, for saie, 
$60. 537-4350 (SaHaprlng), 20
5 IHJPPIES^for sale, $50 each. 656-8699.
28
KNOW WHERE YOU LOST YOUR 
VALUABLES? I'll find fhum, rnolal 
rloluclor s«rvlco», Sieve 652-2717 avot,
20
FOUND: pair of rallor skafws at Tuilsfo 
Parli, 656'4904. 20
roUND; one *«t of keys ol viclorlo in- 
ternotlonal. 656-7567, ',20
FOUND: wioeftonic corHrol unit for fivi 
hook-up, Control Soonich area, 6-7 
i.iy <»S?:21S3. 30
;ii; I.'
Park Avo. Acquaintance 
Sorvico
ARE YOU SINGLE, DIVORCED.
SEPARATED'?
18 Of OVER?
WrIhi lo P.0, 0o« laOfl. Wpg,, Man. 
RJC 3R2 fiK your KH, Today 
WESUfW CANADA'S f-DaeMOST 
DA TWO SR VS
RID BARN ANTIQUES'll ».u»'klng goor,! 
guolily anilguoDi ond collocllblfrU, 
cryslol, fuinilure. dlshiii, 4596 Wosi
' 21
: ANTlQUi' AND'’cbLLCafmtE'''bl^^ 
buy* nhina, glosiwartt, figurinui, 
rryilnli (urnlture, poinlliio, illver, 
1oy», dolll, |wvt»ellory. wic- plus iho odd 
fjrunuiunl, 6.'>'2-6040. 6.1
WOULD LIKE TO INTERVIEW poopio 
who tlalu Ihfoufjti puriionol udii lor
lAOti,((f» 4.'.o,.yiMUy J
,Pl>{inu 656<n5T JI5
IS OVEREATING ttealing problum* In 
your life'? Clveruoiur* Anonymous ton 
hulp you. Mo duu*. no wuiylnmin •..ull 
Sidney 656*4353. If ,
^ COMPUTERPRINTOuf ‘or'youf
Igngu ihnwi Ininretil, prinripnl, 
balonce wh month. $:i.0«, 721 0175.
.:..... .......... .......... ... ..................... ;;........... __3I
YOUNG AbliM would Ilka lo meut rnalu 
for o gome of lunnli, Phon.» nliur S 
p,m.653.2aS8-Mmk. .. W
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
doy. 7 doys a week. tf
211. ' Ilil
*•' ' 'r vil! , , fill
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. tf
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now available locally. Books, 
manuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Call 
evenings 656-6466. No job too small, tf
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions. Joan Diakow. 656-3190. tf
171 CstiRiBg Eveats i|





fN OUR NEW LOCATION
721 VanalmanAve. 
(across from Grey Beverage 
Register Now
477-5981
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthaven or call us at :656- 
5537. tf
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer o 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134 
for further information. if
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages vvelcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580, 652-1531. tf
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop them off at The Review. TF
PHYSIC READINGS and auragraphs. 
Corlyn 656-5924. 29
THANKS TO ALL WHO TOOK PART in 
our mini-pub draws at Sunday's 
sidewalk sale. The two cans beer mix 
was won by Peter Dixon and the wine- 
mix by Randy Taylor. Thanks also to 
Patrick Chu who drew the nomes. 
Please call us for taste samples and- 
more info. Marlene at 656-4196 or Sue 
ot656-0490. 28
PIER ONE RESTAURANT PRESENTS ac­
cessorizing with Camelion. Summer 
Fashion Show. Salmon and Roast Beef 
Smorgasboard. Donations to B.C. 
heart Fund, July 19th at 6:30 p.m. 
Phone 656-9570. Tickets sold wherever 
posters ore displayed. 29
D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your now baby in hospital, 
at homo or studio, no charge. Special 
packages avalloble. Phono 656-3420 
for oppt, and your complimentary 5x7,
tf
ENGLISH " Kathy and David, and sister 
Juniper, lovingly welcome Willow Ber­
nadette. Born at noon, 20 June, 1986 01 
Victoria Gonorol Hospital, weighed a 
whopping 4330 g (9 Ib, 9 or). Our 
thanks to Dr, James Houston and Luba 
Richardson, Proud grondpctronts are 
John and Brenda Carriero; also Bill and 
Ruth English. 20
1®@ ' ' ' '
......„ I
THE SIDNEY TEEN ACTIVITY GROUP 
would like lo express thoir sincere ap­
preciation fo the staff of Sidney Fish 
ond Chip* (5lh and Beacon). A fish and 
chip sole wos hold n Monday, June 
23rd through which the ocllvify group 
made o profit of over $2.10.00. Special 
thonki lo Morg King, monogor Louise 
Cronk ond owner Tony Steven* who 
donated thoir lime to roisa money for 
oor summer program, Thnnk you to nil 
partlclpanls on boholf of Sidney Fish 




THE FAMILY OF THE LATE LILLIAN 
A80LIET would llko to thank her many 
relatives ond friend* for tho lovely 
flowers, cards and words ol sympalhy.
HARRY 0. CHAMBERS, possed away 
July 15, 1979. Sadly missed - always
PRICE RIDUCCO, must M.II ol lo*., 3 
bdrm. house vrlih 2 bdrm, »ui1i>. Legal 
rfupl")'. loke Cowirhnn. $49,9(W, 656- 





TWO HIDROOM SUITE, In odult 
building $470 , inclyrile* heot, fwt- 
wafer, cohlei parking. To view phone 
65«.8e4S, 30
For Dependable Friendly & 









2489 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
656-5511
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS •INSURANCE
OFFICE HOURS-----
Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
uuuiPii iiSTiBt siKvict I Saturday 9 am - 4 pm m
OPEN HOUSE SAT. 2 - 4 pm 
#403 - 2341 HARBOUR ROAD




OPEN HOUSE SUN. 2-4 pm 
6231 CENTRAL SAANICH ROAD





Features 1/3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern exposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE





SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEMENT -RENTALS •INSURANCE 
f—officehours-
I Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm




Member- Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1154
BUYING OR SELLING YOUR HOME?
Let me help you 
get the best possible deal.









(16 acre, In-law Suite) 
$114,500
JUST LISTED! (New MLS) 
Nature abounds providing 
privacy & beauty around this 
attractive chalet style home 
minutes drive Irrjfti downtown 
Sidney & marinas. Just under 
2,500 sq. ft, finished area, 3 
bedrooms, 1'/? baths on main, 
attiactive loft family room, 
now skylites, new in-law suite, 
easy care landscaping. To 
view please call:
Doug Meitxles 656-3805 
PEMBERTON HOLMES 
656-0911
You can see Mt. Baker from 
almost every room! This three 
bedroom (or 2 plus a den) is 
on a private easy care lot on 
Curteis Pt, If you like nature 
and views then you're going 




Moor your boat at your front 
door 6 months of the year, 
Picnic on yout awn beach or 
tie up your dinghy in this 
sheltered cove From yout 
home you can watch eagles, 
seals, horons and raccoons 
while Lilso taking itv tho 
fabulous views of,. Satoilito 
Channel, Call MIchelo today 
for moro dotAlls,
PARK-LIKE SETTING 
FRESH TO MARKET 
$83,500
A very mucli sought alter area 
of (North) Sidney close lo Jr. 
and Sf, .schools, wut^-'ilionl 
and marinas, Very appealing 
exterior with old brick 
highligtiis, Fieshly painted in­
terior with ..oak floors. A 
bodrms., rec room, 2 batlus 
and a piivaie backyard with 
oxceptionai landGcaping. To 
view call:
Doug Monzlos 
Off. 656-0911 or Ros. 656-3895
„tl'i ‘Kvf'Lil fel'.'i;! ,. ftk'iEVa"
NANNY OR IN-LAWS?
/Then this is the poffocM tiomr? 
lof you, Ono-bedioom suito 
down with large living area 
Main floor blfers a super VIEW 
OF MT. BAKER while at tho 
.same time ofiorlng , 3 
bedrooms. Sundeck off oi tho 
dining room leads lo .a sunny 
back yard wliicti oilers privacy 
and room to roam. ,
Micholfj Holmes
REAL ESTATE?







CALL FOR A FREE NO-OBLIGAT ION 
MARKET ANALYSIS OF YOUR PROPERTY
Wednesday, July 9, 1986 THE REVIEW Pai<c HI /
\ni lEftl ESTRTE I 1211 SIM. iSTaiE 










Pick up a garage sale address list from Ron Kubek and 
Frank Sims at Bolsters Garage (corner of Wallace 
Drive & West Saanich Rd).
From 10 - 2 P.M. Sunday 
Over 10 Homes Involved.
Call for information, at
656»5584
SPOrsSSORED BY RON KUBEK AND 
FRANK SIMS 
of Block Bros. Realty Ltd. 
“YOUR HOME TEAM”
BRAND NEW LISTING, 2.7 acrfe seclud­
ed country view lof, close fo Brent­
wood, frees, some pasture, well, pric- 
ed to sell, $82,500. 652-5763.^
FOR SALE BY OWNER: attractive dou­
ble family home. Completely finished 
up and down. Separate entrance. 
Quiet Sidney cul-de-sac. Close to 
Senior Citizens CEntre. 478-8493 or 
656-7087. 29
2ii: : lialESTATE 
FOR SALE
DEAN PARK. 1648 Mayneview, 1600 
sq. ft. custom built, 2 br. rancher on 
private '/i acre treed lot. $125,000. 
Phone owner 656-5681. 28
BY OWNER: charming 2 bdrm. home. 
Renovated oak kitchen, wood stove, 
basement and closed in garage. Fenc­
ed in yard. Close to shopping and 
schools. Assumable 101/, per cent mor- 
tggge. $72,900. 656-3505, 656-9955. 28
Shops produce 
fmhion showcose
1320 sq. ft. 3 bedroom rancher. Built 1983. Vendor transferred. 
Heatilator fireplace. Ba’ckyard patio for summer barbeques. Ex­
cellent condition.
JIM DIXON Res. 656-0224





IN A WORD -- INEXPENSIVE
This 1 bedroom condo ia localed just steps Itom the beach. 
Fndqe, siovo, and all diapes included lot tho low low price of 
$37,600. Out Ot town vondoi says "Bring me an oiler!" Phonrj 
mo today lo viow,
KISS YOUR LANDLORD 
GOODBYE!
That is what you can do when you purchase tills lovely 3 bdrm. 
home located on fi largo lot abutting on a’park, From Ihe com- 
. forlablo kitchen you can walk out onto ine sundeck and watcn 
Ihe sailboats .sail by. Built in 1982 this one is well crafled and 
well rnalnlainod, Ollomd for saje al $79,900, why not make an 
appoinlmenl ir.'i view and Itren say goo(,1bye to tho rental game, ,
RUSTIC WATERVIEWS
Picturesqi.io watorvievvts are available Irom this i,jpci0lod rustic 3 
bdrm. home localed just blocks Irom Sidney. Now wiring, 
thermo windows, and 2 wood s1ov/es help lo korjp hooting costs 
to a minimum, Located on a lully landscaped lot this one is |ust 
stops from the beach, Out ol town vcsnclors wisti for a quick 
sale, OKerod (or Srilo al $111,900,
ALWAYS SOUGHT, SELDOM 
FOUND
This dolightiul 3 bdrrri, vyost Coast Stylo home is localed in 
among ilie, iirHcs in a very quiet, location,. Home hfic been 
designed with lolt? ol open spaces from the largo kitchen wllh 
vaulted callings A skyllghis . to, a very , spacious Master 
Bodror^m. Well (inisliod oil willi lots ol natural woods rnuko Ihis 
one a must see/Please'phone me today to viev/ this inntastic 
home: '■ ,'/ ,;
Ihlnklno Hoat hoiHioV 
Si>lllr*o or Purchwsino
Why no» glvo mo ti cull ond lots discuss all yout Real 




2230 CALVIN AVE., SIDNEY 
SAT. & SUN. 1 - 4 PM ~ $87,000.00
3 BDRM/2 fireplaces/fenced yard/new carpet throughout. 
Quiet neighbourhood. Sundeck. Truly immaculate.
CONTACT: DAVID SHAW 
656-3356
Numerous Sidney clothinj; 
shops are joining forces to pro­
duce the first seasonal Camelior 
Hosiery Fashion show to be 
held at Pier One Restauram Ju­
ly 19.
Pandoras Closet, Roys Im­
ports, Felicia.s, Denim Disco, 
Cats Whiskers and Discount 
Warehouse will display their 
finest outfits accessorized with 
Camelion Hosiery and 
Camelion Classic .Icwelcry.
Pier One Restaurant owners 
Renee and Evelyn Breniner are 
cooking up a salmon and roast
beef smorgasbord for liic occa­
sion and Camelion is sponsor­
ing tlie B.C. Heart Fund with 
raffle prizes including a round 
trip ticket to E.xpo, a dinner at 
the Break Inn, a ceramic tea set, 
and an 8.\10 sitting at Soolers 
Studios, a Ciirisimas tree from 
Cambells Ceramics.
The fashion show will be 
presented in a Dallas style 
fashion witli a special entertain­
ment attraction. Tickets are 
limited lo seating capacity and 
are available wheres’cr posters 
for the show arc displayed.
DomaenBURvntv
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3928
REALTY WORLD*
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE






I frortn $69,900. |
j 40NLY I
s Small Select Complex |
I 9923-7th St. i
I OPEN HOUSE SAT. & SUN. 2-4 pm | 
I LEEWROBEL I85»a7411
= Henderson Realty 0 s
^illlllimEIEilEHillEnillililiniUliiSEmilllEEIIillillEllinillllllElllllinilllEillliiiliiEIIIHIIEIilliiElillllllr.
WE NEED
BOB KING LISTINGS PAM KING 
GO WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local Real Estate team using TWO computerized catalogue 
listing services — MLS and NRS, our proven national referral 
system, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW marketing ser­
vices.
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME 
PAM and BOB KING 656-3257






This gorgeous 1700 
square foot Dean 
Park rancher with a 
full basement has 
just been finished 
and is open daily for 
your viewing 2:00 to 
4:00 p.m. at 1875 
Barrett Drive, Quality 
construction by Ron 





Immaculate 1770 square foot 3 bedroom split 
level in Brentwood. On the end of a quiel cul de 






ly :■ with or williouf 
house anyv/h(5io on ' 
tho puniniiula. Quick 
'decisions. ^
656-0747 01 056-875! V 
Ask for 
JOE STARKE 'f' , ■; •
STARTER HOME WANTED
2-.3 bodroom homo roquliod in ,the lower pricp 
range. Anywhofo on ll'iu poiiinsula.
656-0747 or D56-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
$59,900
Reliromont Rancher close lo all arnonilieo in 
Sidney, Cornor lol wllh fruit it roes and wrorkshop. 
E,xcellenl value. Phono right now,
BS6-0747 or 656-8751 
Ask for JOE STARKE
STARTER SPECilAL - $53,000
Iwo bcjcJrrn., bunr^alow siiuaiod on a large lei 
clUiiO lu .uclioul and bua. )n d nice lecnJunliui aiUii 
In Sidney,^ Solid liorno itvnorrd ol 1 t, tv Riing your 
paint bruish. Phono right now! r
656-0747 or 66B-BT81 
Ask for JOE STARKE
. . . THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING ? 
Ooo’lOolflV-••• phono todfliv 




ty calendar free of 
charge, space per­
mitting. Preference 
will be given to local 









AH Sooke Day 
and Leechtown 
Week expands from 
a two-day to a one 
week event July 13- 
20. Opening 
ceremonies al 
Sooke Centre Pole 
July 13, 2 p.m.; 
Fireman’s Day July
14, 7 p.m. includes 
tug-of-wars, films, 
and demonstra­
tions. Kid’s Day 
starts 10 a.m. July
15, all events at 
Sooke River Flats. 
There’s everything 
from, big bubbles, 
inner-tube races and 
kite flying followed 
by a barbeque 5 
p.m. July 16 is 
Oceans Alive Day 
and Merchants Day 
July 17. fhe Great 
Sooke Foot .Race 
begins 7:30 p.m. Ju­
ly 18. Come see the 
riverboai competi­
tion. Parade begins 
10 a.m. July 19. 
There’s also a logg­
ing show, pancake 
breakfast, carnival, 
horse show', river 










terested in this 
workshop should 
have two or three 




Water Festival, July 
12-13, canoe races 
begin 2:30 p.m.,








g a me oriented 







field, tenor, and 
Michael Gormley, 











and W. Saanich Rd.
FASHION SHOW 
O r d e r o f 
Amaranth fashion 
show featuring 
fashions by Le 





B.C. Heart Fund 
Raffle, July 19. 
Camelion Fashion 
Show. 6:30 p.m.. 




Swan [. a k c 
Nature Walks, Sun­
days and Thursdays 
lO-noon. Honey 
Bee communication 
July 10, 1:30-3:30, 




display, Sidney - 
The Early Years, 






diabetes, July 12, 9 
p.m., music by Mr. 
Music, Prospect 
Lake Community 

















ing Program starts 
July 10, eves., July 
12, weekends. 478- 
. 9584. /





course, starts , July 
15.478-9584.
212 REftL KTftTI 2i2 SEAL ESTATE
TFOfSEMT FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, in adult 
building $470., Includes heat, hot- 
water, cable, porking. To view phono
6SS-BB45. ____ _______ _____ __ 29
BRENTWOOa i bdrm. unfurnished 
suite in private homo. N/S, N/D. 652-
4596._______________ ___________ ._,28
FOR RENT, prime retail space. Cornor 
of Beacon Avo. and 5th St,, over 700
“S J*-' coll Pan 656-0123.___ _____ _ tj
BRENTWOoF’bAY -1 bdrm, opt, irt 
oldor 4-plox, Rent includes heat, 
fridge, stove, ond llrepicicoi $370 per
mo. 479-3310...... .......... ......... ......
ONE BDRM. in waterfront iromo. 
Would suit boarder, privoto bath, 
shared kitchen, etc. Kopiy Box 000,
97a).2nd Sidney, VBL 4P8._  213
SiFnEY TOWNHOUSE, 3 bdrms., i V, 
boths, foncod yord. storogo shed and 
lownmower, wator, siovo, fridge and 
drapes Included, No children or pels. 
Avalloble July 1, 1906, Roforonces re­
quired. View by appoinlmenl only^ 
$550 per mo, 656-45197, 20
3 BDRM. HOUSE 
1Vj bulhs $600,00 p»'»r 











. f.lilUffis, serf woikivhop, 10 
mirt. to RIdnev, TO min. to 
Vltlorl*. 00 Suite oemple* en 
* HttM B«1rs psrkino 
•vtllsWe,
Mr. Ol Mrs. nssvsR
AN ASSET TO 
ANY BUSINESS!







I AIMILABIE IMMEDIATELY 
DON'T MI$S THIS QHITAT 
OFFORTUNtTY 
CAU.DANBSB-0123
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 960' 
7th .St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per montf 
includes utilities. Is across from pari
SENIOR CITIZEN bachelor suite 
available. Ml. Douglas Court, 1550 At 
row Rd, Rent $153 opr mo. 477-9908 c
477-7206,______________:............. ........ 3
SIDNEY: Excopotionally clean 5 yoc 
old 3 bdrm. house, fireplace, fridge 
siovo ond dropos. Full unfinlshc 
boRomonf, carport. Close to elomoi 
tory school. Sorry no pels. Refoienci 
roquirod. Avoiloblo Aug. 1. $725 p 
mo. 656-4259.
FEaFXI tFrENT roorri with both If 
home in Sidnoy, $325 includos ulilltic
656-620a. _ .......
QUIEf ONlf BDRM7‘/ fridgo7 Sin’s 
woter and parking Incl. Only ad 
block, No pots, $390. To vieus' c 
HiyUU. '
SXS' DUPI-fF' v’ w plun
ing, fully cdrpolod. Immodiole 
cuponcy, close to schools rmr) sho| 
Ing. Children welcome. Sorry no pt 
$460 per rno. 656-1332. ^ ^ 
ffousi'i6i’lENT’'3"bdws, ’ All'' 
pliancos, Sidney orea, $650 a mor 
650-2060,
ONE BDRM, apt., W’w cqrpet, rlrOi / 
ond coble TV, hot water, stove, Irld 
Cleon, quint bldg. Iwmtrdlale oci,up 
cy,656"T6'73, ............ .......
bosarnenf, $550. Aug. I, no pots, <
'9940. ....„...  ..... "■
BRENTWOOD BA,Y - 2 bdrm! opt. f. 
ny, quiet bulldlri(i, close to oil cor 
nIoncoA, No pels, no children, $:
6&:i-SOOS or 652’. ...^ ^......  ...... .
SibNiV: i bdrm suite, ground f 
duplwx. One blork to sltoppirrg, ! 
mo, Include* bool (ind hydro. Adu 
,1 nopel*. 381-3007or655-1156.
.S^Nl’CHlfON iorge furnished , 
Allllna room, Frlvote entronr®, p 
Ing, light cooking with fridge. Suit 
lor singlo quiet non-smoker rand t 
person, $250. RMforentes. 652-052',
218 MflLESTfm
fteSMY AAAWIMf ' Trtrhnolrinv sin
requlrni 4-bdrW, house on long 
r»e.»o(. f'fef'irrfitrly close to Ts 
Harbour, Also rerruirrs live in, r, 
COok’howSnkMefni'i, , Ceil ',lov«f
5011 Th'iflh .... ; ^
ii BDRM. * oppllonces Ind. Sildney 
Single dwelling or SXS, Non-Sin- 
nno-drjnkeis. Approx, $550. N 















a recent awards ceremony 
It. Newton Middle School 
/ students were honored for 
anding performance in all 
;ts of school life, 
e Jim Creed Memorial 
rd, given for outstanding 
nship and service to both 
chool and other students, 
)resenled to Sherri Neudorf 
j^ob Trelford. The Central 
ich Fire Department again 
ded two gold watches for 
inners.
e E.J. Dorran award, 
1 recognizes the best all 
.1 Grade 8 students on the 
of academic achievement, 
nship and service to the 
)1, was presented to Jen- 
Heine, Nicole Nelles, 
1 Hills, Gina Gregory, Tim 
uire, and Errol Nord-
I.
a Peters, Marta Marmash, 
'Jicole Nelles were the reci- 
5 of the E.G. Taylor 
d which is presented to 
tudent in each grade with 
ghest academic results.
Iden Hawk Awards for 
anding citizenship and ser- 
'or Grade 6 and Grade 7 
nts went to Lily Grohovac, 
al Hrynyk, Jennifer Ran- 
Cindy Charlton, Wendy 
er, Marta Marmash, 
tine Betts, Lance Webb,
1 Starke, Kristi Gregory, 
A^ong, and Glynis Schultz, 
dents who showed ex- 
ary effort and attitude 
d their school work receiv- 
le Daeset Award. Reci- 
5 this year were Kasl Er-
Ken Cooper, Lisa 
te, Luanne Lambrick, 
al Hrynyk, Sylvie Smirn- 
Greg Cribbs, Gordie Dye,
2 Stothers, Krista Dvis, Pat 
and Evan Norris.
/ards for Sevice to the 
ol were preented to 38 
nts.
;. Newton has many 
anding athletes and 26 
presented with certificates
for outstanding ability and 
sportsmanship. The top male 
athlete was Tye Swallow and the 
top female athlete was Rachel 
Redfern. The Shawn McLeod 
Memorial Track and Field 
Award was presented to Tye 
Swallow and Rachel Redfern by 
John Trelford and Lori Steele 
representing the class of 1985, 
which instituted the award in 
memory of Shawn McLeod. 
The Province of British Colum­
bia provided the B.C. Sports 
Development Award to Mark 
Bunting in basketball.
Perfect attendance recogni­
tion was given to 16 students.
Special awards recognizing 
proficiency in Math were given 
to Karen Hills, Marta Mar­
mash, and Gerrit Vink; in 
French to Margie Fast and Kyle 
Hyndman; and in Art to 
Aragon Pawson. Keltie Lararuk 
won a trophy for her third place 
standing at the annual Science 
Fair.
Many other students were 
honored for their efforts in 
music, dance, acting and band. 
All-round excellence in the per­
forming arts went to Jennifer 
Russell and Tim McGuire.
Honor Roll certificates 
recognizing an academic 
average of B or better were 
presented to 51 Grade 6 
students, 28 Grade 7 students, 
and 38 Grade 8 students.
Chapel of Roses 
YOUR COMMUNITY 









applicable toward our 
SERVICE



















Iresh Sausage Made In Our Store
• Available at Safeway Stores with In-Store Sausage Departments only •
FRISli
BiiF




hi oar Store! $
FiESK ITAIiAH. 
SAUSAGE




Extra Crisp. Pkg. of 6 Muffins













Ant'd. 4 Roll Pkg.
JIOHEY'S
MUSHiOOmS f ‘ /
iv »< v'.....
Stems ft Piecos. 










Reg. or wHh lomon 







or Kidney Beont or 
Spaghetti In Tomoto 




Rsody To Servo. 































Reg. or Unirented 
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8 A.IV1. to MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK
Prices Effective July 7 to 13,1986
__ i». -
C A W A O A lai A F IS W A V'.Ll M IT U D
